
Tape five, side one: 
 
HS: …made about our living in that German estate in Moravine, that we was put 

in prison. And to explain how in the beginning still this wasn’t a concentration camp. Now, 
how to show the tendency of the Germans, how I saw what will develop from this and how 
was our behavior in that time. And it was the first step of the German plan to work us out 
to death, and probably to kill us later. I believe this was the first stages when they intend 
to do the Final Solution to us. And how I say it was probably the first intentions where they 
was working with their animal instincts. This wasn’t still yet a organized plan probably 
coming from Germany. [unclear] 

HR: Okay, sure. 
HS: It’s true when we start to be in that estate, Moravine, we saw their behavior, 

that we are--they are treating us not like human beings, just like treating us like 
merchandise what is expendable. I want to explain how my feeling was. Let’s see when 
the two German Gestapo officers, we have two German Gestapo officers what probably 
was responsible for us, for that action. Because they was coming, they brought us in that 
big truck, and they was taking always potatoes. And they was coming back during the 
weeks when we was over there, visiting us on the fields and giving us punishment, beating 
us up. And we have to load potatoes and kukurudza, corn, on the trucks. And we was in 
constant contact with them. One was a very elegant, tall, good-looking, extremely good-
looking officer. The other was a narrow, no the other was a long, a very strong, wide-
shouldered man. And that, I had the impression that tall, elegant officer, he was a higher 
rank than the other one. He was a little more delicate. And when he was beating up, he 
didn’t beat us up with just with a sadism. He just, he got his job, the German job, and later 
he come to me and told me that it was like people. I remember he come once on the field 
and he was cutting corn. And my hand was bleeding because the corn is so sharp. And we 
had no experience in doing that job, and I was cutting my fingers. And my whole finger 
was bleeding. And when he come to us to visit, “How you are working? You must have 
got your...” And so I show him my hands, that my finger is bleeding. I can’t work so fast. 
And I saw in his eyes a little concern about this. Now he didn’t answer me nothing but he 
didn’t beat me up. 

What what I to bring out? When they show to us that brutality and that beating us, 
or when they come sometime with that lady, that German woman from the Moravine who 
had a daughter, a beautiful blonde girl, and when she was coming on a horse through the 
fields, and just for pleasure she was running on that horse and beating us up like cattle with 
that... 

HR: Whip. 
HS: With that whip. And when sometimes she wants to show she is a big sport 

she come with the two German officers on the fields. And when almost when we finish the 
work, she demand that we run after her, she on the horse, and we have to run between her 
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and between the two Gestapo officers. And they was intending this like a sport. And we 
always have to run maybe ten or fifteen miles. It’s clear we have elderly people, that they 
couldn’t run so fast. We the younger boys, we could run. It wasn’t too hard for us. It was 
hard but not impossible. You know, for the older people it was impossible. They’re falling 
down on that field and they was beating them up until they have to get up and come, and 
run after the horses. 

HR: Did some of the people die? 
HS: One person died from beating up, the second, the first day. I believe I said 

on the, on before the tapes. We have to carry the sugar beets maybe 100 or 200 pounds. 
And we have to run with the sugar beets to make from them mountains. Later we cover 
them with leaves and with ground. Probably this was keeping this against freezing in the 
winter. Because the sugar factories, we was a big sugar region in Poland. The sugar 
factories wasn’t working in connection with the war, so probably she was keeping the sugar 
beets protected for the winter. And but we wasn’t used to that hard work. Especially was 
one older Jewish man, a religious. We call him a Husid or he’s a Hasid. And he couldn’t 
run so much with the beets. We tried to protect him that he should stay working in the 
beginning of the field, not in the center of the field. And we switched the young people, 
including me, that we work from the center, that we can run more. Now the Germans didn’t 
like this. There was a bunch of Volksdeutsche Polish Germans what was living over there. 
And they have the Swastikas, the Hackenkreuz, on their arm bands. And they was watching 
us with their rifles and with sticks. And they was constantly beating up. When that man fall 
down, he couldn’t carry the beets more, they took down the rifles. They didn’t shoot him. 
Just with the... 

HR: Rifle, the butt. 
HS: With the butt from the rifle they beat him to death on the field. And we have 

to carry them to the estate. And later the Germans come with the truck and they took him 
away. I don’t know where they took him away. What I want to bring out? When I was 
watching, with a whole, let’s see with that whole horror, with that whole suffering, mine 
keen observation wasn’t diminished. I was constantly observing, constantly watching, 
constantly analyzing. Either they couldn’t beat me down with their hard work or with their 
beating up. They couldn’t beat down my thinking. They just make me more mad, more 
willing to resist them, and more dealing to run away. How I say in the beginning I couldn’t 
run away. I decide not to run away, because when we come to that estate, they lined us out 
they make such a field Appell, and the Germans said, “If somebody runs away, ten people 
will be shot.” And we make I say, I remember there was a very putus [phonetic] Gericht, 
a short trial. So it’s clear that I could escape ten times a day. Working near, we was working 
near a forest, and take chances. No, how could I run away to leave my people, leave my 
friends, leave my brother and the other, and try to save myself? Clearly that I would put up 
a death sentence on them. 
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This more make me mad, you know, and that madness keep my energy. And I didn’t 
break down. I didn’t surrender to them mentally. No, I was seeing what they intend. How 
I was observing them. They can beat us up, the two Germans. They can laugh on us, and 
then they, the old lady, that Grundbesitzer, come to that field, they start to be gallant 
officers, [unclear], saluting to her, and kissing her hand. They say, “A kiss on your, the 
hand, Madame,” and talking very nice and very polite and very cultured. It doesn’t mean 
after ten minutes they start to beat us up again. So, I come to the conclusion that we in their 
eyes are not people, not human beings, even not horses. We’re just instrument of work. 
And if you’re not properly doing that work, they entitle us to destroy. 

Being over there, going through that whole thing, you know, and the whole nights 
I was only thinking--if I could think that nights, if the dogs, because they was putting in so 
big German shepherd dogs to bite us in the barn. So we have to divide ourself. A half of 
people was sleeping upstairs. How do they call it, on the... 

HR: In the loft. 
HS: In the roof. And other people was downstairs watching the dogs. And when 

it’s my time to rest I was thinking: What will happen to us? I saw clearly that our 
destruction comes, that we will be destroyed like a nation, that they no mean our hardship, 
that they no mean to utilize for our work. They mean to destroy us. And I saw in that 
tragedy what befall us, in that hurricane what in the beginning I was, when before the war 
start I was thinking maybe that hurricane, that terrible storm what is coming maybe will 
change the atmosphere, that the Jewish problem will be easier in Poland. Now I saw it 
coming that the German invasion, I saw that hurricane will destroy us. Because what 
happened to us is much more terrible what happened to the Polaks. A Polak if he want to 
resist or to hide, he have behind him a whole Polish nation. Every home, every field, every 
forest was his friend. We was acting in a environment which was always hostile to us. We 
couldn’t run away. We couldn’t protect ourself. Every home, every stone, every field, every 
forest was our enemy. Every Polak was our enemy. Every super [superintendent], in every 
house was a German collaborator. When the Germans come to the house first they go to 
the super and he show them who is the rich Jew, where they, what is his business before, 
where he hide his merchandise because most people what have stores and other things was 
hiding their merchandise when the Germans come. The supers and the Polaks was showing 
them that. So, we are in a special terrible situation. 

Second the Germans to succeed to destroy us from inside. They destroyed our 
families. Right away when the war start, everybody start to run away. And we have fact 
that a family from ten people, ten people ran in different ways. And later they didn’t, you, 
sometime one person disappeared. The second, we didn’t know either where each other 
disappeared. But see, take my family, mine Aunt Rivkeh what I am mentioning constantly. 
They ran in four different directions. The girls ran away with their husbands. The mother 
ran away with the two small children. The boys ran away a different direction. Then later, 
not every family was coming later together. Because every part could be destroyed in a 
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different way. If you find, and if you come to the battlefield, if your luck brought you to 
the battlefield where it was the battles about a town, half people was destroyed. But see my 
friends, my brother’s friend from the school, he was hiding in a town. What’s the town’s 
name? I forgot. Was a big battle, and they was hiding in the synagogue. A bomb come in 
in the synagogue and destroy the two boys. Their name was Shur. And oh, the town was 
Leczyca. In Leczyca was a big battle and they was destroyed. 

So what I want to bring out, that either our nucleus, our family which was our only 
protection against the entire environment and against the Polaks, this was too destroyed. 
Our leadership, the all parties what existed, political or religious parties, social parties, 
everything, everybody runs away. So, we have no leadership. We have nobody who should 
say what should we do now, how we should behave, how we should organize. So, with one 
shot our all moral and material structure disappeared. So, we’re analyzing this. I saw that 
we are in a multi-danger because we lost everything what was binding us, like a nation, 
like a race, and like a family. We have no more family. We have no more leaders. We have 
no more government. The Polaks had everything. Because, and you see, his government 
ran away? No, he had his friends. He had his neighbors. He could probably, if he no want 
to fight the Germans he will sit in his house and nobody would bother him. This wasn’t 
happening with the Jewish people. 

So thinking in that, lying in that night, when I could rest in that barn, I was thinking: 
What should we do? I wasn’t afraid to die. People have to die. I was only afraid of that 
humiliation, of that degradation, and of that terrible shame what they’re putting out the 
Germans when they come into the houses, beating up that parents in the eyes of the 
children, or beating up the children in the eyes of the parents. And destroying, taking 
everything away. And taking away the will of living by people, that later they have a much 
easier job in destroying us. Because we had people, most people have no more willpower 
to do something, to resist, or to fight. So thinking about this I come out with the conclusion 
that we have to escape. It’s not a way, we have no way to fight the Germans. We have no, 
it was no way how to battle the Germans, because big armies, Polish Army or French Army 
or Belgian Army, they all disappeared in weeks. What could we, such a few million poor, 
hungry people do against such a terrible enemy [who] wrote a law, wrote a whole 
philosophy why and how they have right to destroy us, why they have a right to kill us, 
why they have a right to steal everything from us and take away our material goods, to take 
our moral values and to make a law they have a right to kill us. And if we are trying to 
protect ourselves we are the lawbreakers. So they changed the whole moral values from 
the world upside-down. They was the rulers. The law is on their side. If they want to take 
my gold, is their law. If I want to fight for my gold, I am the lawbreaker. If I want [to] 
protect my life, I am a lawbreaker. If they want to kill me, it’s good for them. 

Laying over there in that, again in the nights, you know, constantly thinking and 
constantly, because I was so, probably was enough young and enough strong and enough 
not mentally not abused, I saw that terrible injustice and I saw that nobody can help us. 
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Only we. Either if you want to die, you have to die with dignity. People have to die 
sometimes, but people shouldn’t die like worms what they want to do with us. So, being in 
that camp, we tried to organize our inner life because we saw, I saw, how I say I constantly 
observing I saw that our people in that camp are breaking down. They’re just willing like 
animals of burden doing their work. And they only are happy if they’re not beaten up. 
They’re not thinking today they’ll beat you up tomorrow they will kill. 

We had in our midst one old blacksmith. His name was Shivek. I want to talk about 
him because he is a classical figure who doesn’t exist, well, didn’t exist our, in our time. 
Was only one person in the 70’s, a old man. He was the only Jewish blacksmith in town 
and he was looking like a typical blacksmith, a strong, dark, old man with callused hands. 
He was the only person on that farm what wasn’t afraid of the Germans. Why, I don’t 
know. Probably his working more, probably they need him, he was the only person what 
was working what they need him very much in the camp. He was fixing the old carts, old 
wheels, and everything. And he didn’t talk to the Germans. They come in and tell him, give 
him the order and he didn’t answer them. So, Mr. Shivek he was my neighbor. And I start 
to discuss with him that problem, what should we do in that camp? We didn’t know how 
long we’ll be here. We didn’t know or if somebody knows that we are here. And I say, 
“We will fall apart.” So we come to a conclusion with him that when he was working, this 
blacksmith, how you call it blacksmith, that every day he will demand from the Germans 
a help to [unclear]. 

HR: Anvil. 
HS: In that anvil, and blowing that air. And we developed with him a system 

that every day who were the persons more weak will work with him. And he succeed to 
explain to the Germans that he need a helper. And how I say, the Germans with their all 
animality, they respected work. And they respected the results from work. And they saw 
there is a worker and they need him, so they didn’t bother him. So every day we, a other 
boy was working with him and resting that day. I remember I was working once too when 
my fingers was so bleeding from that corn. Come in the German and he say, “Good 
morning.” He didn’t answer either. He just looked around. He was nothing in that, and with 
that hammer. He didn’t answer to the German. And the German looked around, “Seien Sie 
gut. Seien Sie gut.” And I saw my heart is growing just for that little rebellion what that 
blacksmith, you know, that he no surrender inside to the Germans. 

And I remember that my brother was much more abused. He was younger and he 
was weaker, and I was giving him my time that he should work in that, for the blacksmith. 
So, I come to the conclusion, what I want to bring out? I want to bring out that I didn’t see 
a way out in that our tragedy. I saw total destruction. And I figured we only have to escape, 
the whole Jewish people have to escape how they can, to leave everything what you have 
in the houses. I was discussing with that man. How to come to people to explain that we 
shouldn’t consider no more material goods. We no more exist for ourselfs. We have just to 
exist to keep up the Jewish people. This means run away from that [unclear] camp. Not 
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thinking if you leave a house or we leave material goods or we leave a store or we leave 
gold. Is just take a bag and run. This was our theoretical thinking. What I want to bring out, 
that thinking keeps me alive constantly. And I have until now that sickness in my head. My 
brain is never resting. I am constantly, even till now, so many fifty years over, my brain 
never rests. I am never at peace with myself. I’m always thinking what to do this and what 
to do that and how and how--what will happen. And I believe this is a result from that, 
from my brain was getting such a training in that time. So, and I never am at peace with 
myself. 

However saying, we was thinking about the Messiah, about the Russian Messiah, 
thinking that the Russian will come. It was a big tendency that the Russian will take over 
Poland. And our naiveté was believing that Russia will, Communism, Socialism would 
come to save people, in this time Jewish people, that the Russians would come to the border 
from 1914 means to our part, and save us. And I remember a Sunday morning, we got out 
from that barn and we washed ourself in that small pump and I saw there is no HakenKreuz, 
the flag, the German flag, is not on the castle, on the German castle. With big jubilation I 
ran back to the boys and saying, “Probably the Russians are coming! There is no more flag 
on the castle!” To our big disappointment, in a half an hour they put out a bigger flag. So 
the tendency of the Messiah. 

I see it clear in that messianic thinking how our people was thinking about the 
Messiahs thousands and hundred years ago, how they was believing in the false Messiah 
Shabbatei Zevi and Frank. Probably they was in the same trouble that we, and they was 
looking for a extraordinary escape somewhere. And it was in every person what came like 
Shabbatei Zevi and other false Messiah, with the ideas of salvation they was running for 
salvation. And I was seeing clearly like apart from this thinking about our Russian Messiah. 
I remember too when we was coming home from work, running home what means from 
working in the fields, we saw sometimes that woman, that German witch woman, and in a 
carriage, that carriage, that means in such a fancy coach with horses, surrounded with 
Volksdeutschen on bicycles with rifles. And they was going on the hunt, hunting Polish 
gentry, hunting Polish farmers. We was cleaning in that time. It was a big, a tremendous 
big yard with trees. We was cleaning the leaves because was late fall. And when they was 
going out on that hunt, they was like wild animals. We have to hide on the ground because 
they take down the rifles and they was shooting in our directions. So she was killing not 
only Jews. She was killing Polaks too. 

Now the Polaks, they should get their lesson. Because what I want to bring out, we 
had, we was working together with Polish farmers which was semi-slaves like we. In that 
time they was working with us, they was laughing from us, not seeing that we are in the 
same situation. They just was laughing, was, and saying, “No more chickens. No more 
turkeys you will eat. Work on the fields.” Not looking that they are working under German 
bayonets. No, they was fighting back then. I remember that a Polish, a German 
Volksdeutsche had a conflict with a young farmer. I don’t know for what. We wasn’t so 
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close to him. And he took down the rifle and beat him up. And he was with the knives 
cutting the sugar beets. He took that knife and plunge in his, in the German’s stomach. I 
don’t know what happened to him. 

I, how I say, we didn’t get the food from the Grundbesitzer. We have to eat on the 
fields the sugar beet and the raw corn. And from this we was vomiting. Now with the time 
we developed a contact with the Polish farmers and we give them watches or a gold ring. 
And they was bringing us food and leaving on the fields. And we know already to pick up 
the food. 

I believe I gave you enough explanation about Moravine, what was a small prelude 
what was waiting us. Because this was not organized and not with the S.S. and not 
organized with the Gestapo. This was, we was only working for private Germans. I just 
want to show to what they are capable, and to what the Germans are capable when they 
have a organization structure, whether they mean to work you to death, and later to kill 
you. How I say in my former--in they tape from before, we was working and not knowing 
that somebody knows about us. And we was in a very, very bad situation. This was the first 
time that I want to commit suicide. I couldn’t, I was working Sunday in a big rain. 

HR: They made you work, it didn’t matter what kind of weather, right? 
HS: Yeah. Well and the opposite. They have the biggest pleasure. 
HR: And you didn’t have proper clothing. 
HS: We had no clothes. We had no shoes. We had our summer clothes. 
HR: What you ever were wearing. 
HS: You know, but everything falls apart on the fields. And I was so beated up 

by the, we have every day from 9:00 or to 9:30 comes a gendarme from a small town Zagut 
[phonetic], and beat us up with a rubber stick. And I was wearing a leather jacket. And he 
beat me up so that my leather jacket was looking like... 

HR: Shreds. 
HS: Shreds. And I was getting double beating because that woman believed that 

I am lazy, that I don’t know to work because I represent myself a carpenter. And she want 
that I work making wheels. And I didn’t know. But she always saying that I am the louse, 
the Faule Jude. And I was getting the double beating. 

And, one day come the Gestapo with a Jewish boy. I think I already told you. There 
was a few Jewish people was working with the Germans to our eternal, you know, shame. 
And they was showing where are Jewish, where the Jewish people are hiding some stuff 
and this. And they was going down with them, working with the Gestapo. Once come with 
the Gestapo come a man, a boy, I know him from the street, helping when we loaded up 
the potatoes and other things what we were ordered by the Grundbesitzer. And I told to the 
boy that if he should go to the Jewish Gemeinde, to the Judenrat, and say that we are here 
and they should save us, because we will die over there. We was not washed. We was full 
of vermins, because so many weeks we didn’t change our clothes. We have no soap. We 
have no, we was in such a terrible situation that we will die over there. And I have to tell 
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this that he probably went to the Jewish, to the Judenrat, and the Judenrat took us out of 
there. Now before the Judenrat took us out I don’t know how, a son from that Shivek, from 
that blacksmith, come on a bike to us. I don’t know how. It was plenty of miles and he 
come to us. 
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Tape five, side two: 
 
HS: And that son from that Shivek, he was a musician. And probably he went to 

the Jewish Committee, to the Judenrat, and tell it about our trouble. That Shivek family is 
a, he is a, I want to say he was a blacksmith. You know, he had a remarkable family. They 
was very musical inclined. Every person was playing on a different instrument and they 
was, years ago they were, already it was a very, very seldom thing by us. And when was a 
big Jewish concert--we haven’t got time to tell you this--was a big singer, Austrian singer, 
Yosef Schmidt. I don’t know if you know about this. It was the pride of the Jewish people 
in Europe. And he was a, like a movie actor, and he was a Jewish chazan. And when he 
was singing on the radio, that family Shivek invite the whole Jewish neighbors to his house. 
And we was listening to the radio. How I say a radio could be, only one person had a radio 
in the house. And that this was a very remarkable, very educated people. And he, being a 
blacksmith, you know the whole family was very progressive, a very remarkable people. 
And probably he sacrificed his life, that young man, finding out that the father exist in that 
Moravine. He come on a bike. And I am not ashamed, we was start to cry when we saw 
him. And he probably was the instrument that they took us away. We didn’t know where 
they took us away. We was just happy that the two same Gestapo people come with that 
big truck. We load it up with potatoes, and we went back to Kalisz. 

HR: Well, Mr. Skorr... 
HS: [unclear]. 
HR: How did, no, no. But how did that blacksmith’s son have such power to do, 

to get you, to [unclear]? 
HS: I don’t know. 
HR: Do you think, something... 
HS: He... 
HR: …had to be done and the Germans weren’t gonna just let you go back to 

Kalisz and... 
HS: No. 
HR: Was it money? Or... 
HS: What I believe, no, no, I believe what we tell them, and sure, that you can’t 

go so. Only you could go to the Jewish, to the Judenrat and the Judenrat can buy us out. 
HR: So that’s what I’m saying. Some money, something had to be... 
HS: Oh it’s question-, sure it’s money. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: We know it’s money. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: Because I remember we had a prisoners of war camp in our town on the 

market where the [unclear] was. Was over there a group of maybe of 200 Jewish soldiers. 
HR: From the Polish Army. 
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HS: From the Polish Army. And they was terrible mistreated, because they was 
very, they was mistreated by the Germans and they was mistreated by the Polaks. Because 
the Polaks, right away they jump on that horse of antisemitism. And so what I want to bring 
out, that the Judenrat have to buy for two kilo gold, he have to collect money and rings by 
Jewish people to buy out the few hundred Jewish prisoners of war. And I remember this. 
So, probably he went to the Jewish, to the Judenrat. I know that he went to the Judenrat. 
This was the only instance, the seldom legal instance where we can get something done or 
something undone. Probably they give a sum of money and they buy us out. Only we didn’t 
know what they’ll do with us. They took us to the, they come in the evening and we loaded 
up the truck with the potatoes and other goods. And they took us to the building of the 
Gestapo, on Yasna Street. 

HR: Back to... 
HS: Back to Kalisz. 
HR: Back to Kalisz. 
HS: Right. And we was a whole night in that basement. 
HR: Was your brother with you at this point or had... 
HS: The whole, yeah, the whole bunch was with us, including Shivek. And 

including the, it probably was maybe 80 or 90 people over there. We was in the basement 
from the Gestapo. They didn’t harm us that night. And we was so tired they could kill us 
and we wouldn’t move because we couldn’t do nothing. And we were sleeping on the in 
the basement, on the floor. Well this was already [unclear] because we already had a 
pavement. We know already how to sleep on floors, on fields. Before the war no Jewish 
boy was, never, was always sleeping in a bed. He never know what a night is outside from 
your apartment. And we already have our lessons how to sleep on floors, on boards, on 
ground. And how not to eat and everything. 

In the morning they took us to the Jewish [tape off then on]. In the morning they 
took us to the Judenrat, no more on a truck. We just was walking to the Judenrat. We come 
to the Judenrat and they took us to a room not far from the Jewish hospital where was the 
Hevra Kadisha. Hevra Kadisha means the burial society. And over there they put us in 
such a, was a few rooms where before the war the dead people was lying before the burial. 
This was near the mikveh, near the Jewish Gemeinde, this means the Judenrat. This was 
everything like a cluster of Jewish institutions. And they start, they give us shovels, 
lopatka. Shovels they’re called? 

HR: Shovels. 
HS: And they start to give us shovels. And that, how I say, mine head never 

stopped working. My brain never stopped working and making schemes. I didn’t like their 
behavior, and I didn’t like the look on their faces either. And the two Gestapo they wasn’t 
wearing even the same clothing, not the gray clothing. They start to wear black clothing. 
And I didn’t like that whole atmosphere. And when we was going out from one room to 
the other with those shovels, I pushed my brother Nathan in the other room. I say, “Run.” 
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I told him, “Just run.” And this was near the river. And I don’t know. And I say to other 
boys, I just, who I could, “Move it out from the lopatka!” It was a chance. I didn’t know 
what I am doing. You know? I just tried to take out the people from the hand from the 
Gestapo. It’s clear I intend to do by myself too, though I was too busy trying to push out 
the people. And I believe that Mr. Shivek, I push out that Mr. Shivek too. Because I no 
remember that I saw him later. I can’t remember or I saw him later. 

HR: Well tell me, what was the situation like that they were able to escape? 
HS: I don’t know. 
HR: Was it because there were so many people around, to get lost in... 
HS: There was... 
HR: …the shuffle? 
HS: Sure. It was not, you see, it wasn’t, it’s not a clear field when we go, let’s 

see, eighty people. And near the Judenrat was always milling, hundreds of people was 
always in turmoil. People was always in trouble. They was afraid to walking on the street. 
There was always around the Judenrat. Or to get a job, or to save himself from a job, or to 
find out where his mother disappeared, where his father disappeared. Was always full of 
people around, and you could mingle with them. 

HR: So that’s how your brother just sort of mingled out with... 
HS: Yeah. And I could mingle by myself too. You know, I had already that fixed 

idea, you know, to try to push out how much I can and later I will go out. And they didn’t 
make us not a Appell, not a, like when we come to that camp to counted us. It was not, I 
didn’t see that organization, that they lined up that they know they had the amount there. 

HR: I see, yeah. 
HS: So much people. I saw it it’s a turmoil. And I just want to utilize that turmoil 

and just escape the from their hands. You know, this was already a part of mine idea how 
just to try to escape from their hand. Just if, mine idea was, if they say, “Yes,” you have to 
say, “No.” If they say, “Give me,” you should no give them. If they say, “Work,” you 
shouldn’t work. If they say, “You lay down,” you should walk. Only you have to try to 
resist. Why? Because, you know, they want you dead. And what they say to you is against 
you. 

So, being very rebellious, I tell you the truth, I wasn’t afraid to die. Until now I am 
not afraid to die. I wasn’t afraid to die in the hand from the Germans. Only I would wish it 
I can hit somebody or I can die with dignity. And in that turmoil from taking over this and 
giving over this and it was very narrow, you know, over. It was that, standing that agole 
they call it, such a carriage where they carried the dead in Poland. In Poland the burial is 
two horses covered in black and a wagon in black. 

HR: With a hearse. 
HS: With, yes, and... 
HR: With the casket. 
HS: Right. No, it goes inside. The casket goes inside. This is like a black... 
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HR: Oh. 
HS: This is only for Jewish people. 
HR: Okay. 
HS: Not fancy. Very plain. So in that narrow thing and so many people around, 

I say; How many we can escape? We can escape. I, probably I was too busy in organizing 
and pushing. And that man comes back, that Gestapo. He wasn’t standing with us. He was 
outside. A man from the Jewish Gemeinde was giving us the lopatkas [shovels]. But now 
I remember. That German wasn’t in the room. He was outside. It was beyond his dignity 
to go in with the Jewish people. So, how many people come out with lopatkas? Everyone 
have a lopatka and it was okay. Later with this it was already to 9:00. We went back to the 
Jewish Gemeinde with the Pisgozhevi [phonetic] Street. And from there we was walking 
to the Jewish cemetery. We had to... 

HR: With the shovels? 
HS: With the shovels on like this, make a lines like soldiers. We was walking. 

The Jewish, in the Jewish cemetery, in the old Jewish, [unclear], in the new Jewish 
cemetery. We had a old Jewish cemetery, was older than thousand years. And we had a 
new Jewish cemetery. The old Jewish cemetery was no more in use. Only it was a rich guy, 
or you had reserved this, only famous people. And that Jewish cemetery is older than the 
Jewish--than Polish country in our town, more than 1000 years was in that town. So they 
was taking us on the street going with the Kaminitska in the main street, Pielsiudsego, until 
we come on the Widok Street. And we come a little further down so like, not [unclear]. In 
the beginning you should see how the Polaks was running after us with a big celebration. 
And first saying, “They’re leading the Jewish to death.” And in Polish is such a rhyme 
from this, you know? 

HR: Yes, right. 
HS: “Provado, provado Zhiduv nashmiertz. Provado Zhiduv nashmiertz.”12 And 

we, that, this hit me in that time because I wasn’t thinking about this. When they was saying 
this I say, I was thinking they, why we are, they’re leading us with the shovels to the 
cemetery? And this was hitting me, you know? We wasn’t doing, we couldn’t do nothing. 
We come, so it was already 10:00, I believe. We come to the old, to the new Jewish 
cemetery. It was already a group of German officers over there. And they show us a plot, 
they show us a place near the grave from Rabbi Shapiro. Not a grave. He had, was just a 
small mausoleum. He was a famous rabbi in Kalisz. He died a long time ago. And they 
build for him such a small mausoleum, you know? When people was coming in Tisha B’Av, 
praying, you know? And not far, maybe 100 meter, 100 yards, 200 yards, he show us a 
stretch of ground we should start to dig a grave. And we start to dig a grave. I remember 
my hand was still hurting me. I have calluses, bleeding calluses, from the first digging there 

12“Accompany the Jews to death.” - Polish 
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when we was digging before the war against the Germans. We was digging in the, making 
trenches against the German tanks. And my finger was bleeding my whole finger was... 

HR: Swollen? 
HS: Right, from the work in Moravine. Or maybe the shovel was already, I was 

already used to a shovel. You see, I have such a sickness. When I start to work with 
something, after a time that instrument start to talk to me. The instrument get used to me 
and I get used to the instrument, and I know already how I have to work. And I start to be 
already good to work with a shovel. And we start to dig that ground. And we dig the ground 
it was a sandy ground and it start to collapse. So the Germans gave us a little a beating, not 
too much beating. I didn’t like their face. They was very serious people in that time. And 
they told us that we should dig not straight walls, nor a little, how do they call it [unclear], 
like a prisma, that the top should be wider, and the bottom should be narrower that the sand 
shouldn’t collapse. And we was digging a very long grave, maybe, I don’t know how to 
tell, a long grave, maybe in my eyes it was everything long. We was digging so till 3:00, 
till 4:00. 4:00, yeah, it was already in the afternoon, 4:00 come two big truckloads with 
people, with a small command car, with German soldiers--I believe not soldiers, I believe 
this is this S.S. I believe the first time I saw S.S. They was in black, yes, they was S.S., 
black. They was in black mundurs [uniforms] and they have a black caps with the skull and 
the two bones, correct. This was the Einsatzgruppen, the S.S. And they come with two 
trucks of people and behind them was more than, it was more than two trucks. Three trucks 
of people. And when they come down with that command car they start to shoot and make 
open a fire, just in the air, no hitting nobody. We have a big scare. We fall down on the 
ground, we lay down everybody. It was a few religious people and they start to say Shema 
Yisroel, Shema Yisroel, you know? And after about fifteen minutes the shooting stopped. 

HR: Without killing? 
HS: Without, I believe they didn’t kill now because we didn’t hear no yelling. 

And they took us out, they lined us out near the wall from that Rabbi Shapiro. And they 
lined out the people what will go from the trucks, lined out near the wall. And they start a 
young officer, not officer, maybe a soldier, with a pistol in his hand, start to go in to 
everybody. He shoot him in his face. 

HR: He’d have to be close for a pistol. 
HS: Close like close where we are standing. Just going out. He have a cigarette 

in his mouth. How I say my illness, I was in that time still constantly watching and 
constantly registering, and constantly thinking. And I was thinking at that time, I remember 
like now: How did people stay so quiet when a person comes in to you with a gun? And 
you no hit him or you no do something to him. I, until now I have not a answer how people... 

HR: Because maybe they were in shock... 
HS: Yeah. 
HR: From everything. 
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HS: And we all were standing in the line. And I always was thinking, and I say, 
“If they’ll come to me, I will get him, and I will die.” And I was, not only this, I only think 
how I will escape from this. I have a, in my heart I have a belief I can’t die. I have this until 
now. [chuckling] I believe I am immortal. I believe I can’t die, and nothing terrible can 
happen. Final, sure, I will die. Nor I am not afraid. And I always did believe that this can’t 
happen to me. So, and I was always, and I was constantly, you know, in that tragedy, in 
that terrible horror I never saw, you never saw killing people. You can read, you can see in 
a movie, you can see, at that time we didn’t see movies. You never saw killing people, you 
know, go with a gun. 

HR: Like we do now. 
HS: With a cigarette and with nonchalance and nothing. And they, everything 

was surrounded with the other soldiers. And when he calls for ten people or fifteen people, 
everyone, they was lying on the ground. And I say, “What will be now?” I was thinking: 
What will be in that moment? And I see they are making a commotion and I was nudging 
myself a little and say, “Oh, they will start to come, ‘Einz, zwei, drei, here.’” They took 
sixteen people. They start to count. And I nudge myself out too. They started to count, “Out 
from the line.” And he start to give us instruction. When he give a whistle, four people take 
a person and give it, four people goes on the by the grave. Four people goes in the grave. 
And I nudge myself into this, to the job. And he took us to the job. And they start to go in. 
We start to carry the people. I was, I took the girl. We was carrying in the first four people. 
And we come to that grave what we digged, so that the man what was over there say that I 
should go down, with three more people, in the grave. And... 

HR: And arrange? What do you have to do down there in the grave? Why did he 
want you in the grave? 

HS: To lay down... 
HR: To lay them down. 
HS: To lay them out. 
HR: Right. Because otherwise if they threw them in then they didn’t... 
HS: No, they didn’t threw them in yet. They was laying on this and they have to 

organize. This was in the organize, yeah. So the other people was bringing them and I was 
near, again, I nudge myself to the grave. I didn’t want to be over in the fire, in the line of 
fire. I feel, I tell you, I always constantly I was thinking. These split minute decision you 
have to make, split second decisions. In that case I have to figure out that I want to be in 
the grave, just away from them, just away from them. So, in there, in, you know, and they 
start to shoot the people. And now we was looking over there. We was looking, and they’re 
bringing in more. And they bring a few women. They brought a woman in like a 
pokojlowka. A pokojowka means that a housemaid with a... 

HR: Apron? 
HS: With a apron. And I remem-, I don’t know why, what happened over there. 

And they, and the action of shooting start to be more intensive, or then it was organized. 
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And we start to, I lay out the people down. And the people were still alive. They wasn’t 
dead already. They were still breathing. And that blood from that bullet, where the bullet 
on the, how they call this? 

HR: A temple. 
HS: On the temple. And with every breathe the blood like a fountain spray on 

me, you know, on my face, and my shirt, and mine everything, you know. And it is so 
terrible. Not only the [unclear] as you see a dead person, you know, that blood have such 
a terrible smell, you know? And everything gets so horrible. And the shooting start to be 
more intensive. And they throw down on us mountains of people. 

HR: You could have been buried under them! 
HS: And I couldn’t, I was full with, I was laying between the people. Not laying, 

I couldn’t walk, because they throw on on our head. And I couldn’t, we start the two people, 
we start to take them from one, this was how they go. We didn’t know, what did we know 
already? We never saw a dead person. We were sixteen, seventeen years boys. Everything 
was so terrible in our eyes, you know? This was, horror is not a expression. We never saw 
such things, you know? And we didn’t know what to do and was afraid they will shoot us 
too. And when we start to lay them out, and the grave was long to go from one corner to 
the other, and we will come back, is a full mountain of people. And one person caught mine 
hand. How do you call this? 

HR: Wrist. 
HS: Wrist. And he was so strong that I couldn’t pull it out. You know, this I 

have to put mine leg on his breast and pull myself out of him. And they’re throwing down 
more people and throwing down more people. Later was no, it was no organization. They 
just throw them down and we just put them down because we couldn’t lay out the people. 
And finally, so they stopped shooting. Was already dark, not dark, well, darkish. Come 
down a civilian German, in civil clothing. He come down and he start to walk on the people. 
And he says, “He’s still alive.” He told me, “Pick up the shirt from that guy.” And he start 
to shoot him then, you know? And it was on the other boy. And that other boy, Herzko, I 
remember his name, Herzko, he start to cry like a dog. He make such sounds, you know? I 
don’t know he was start to be crazy or what it. 

HR: He was one that had been shot? 
HS: No! 
HR: Oh. 
HS: He was with me downstairs. 
HR: Oh. One of the workers. 
HS: Yeah. 
HR: In the grave. 
HS: Only he went something berserk, is such a expression, berserk? 
HR: Berserk, yeah. 
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HS: He started to cry like a dog, you know? Such sounds. “Yuuuuuueeee!” You 
know? And I look on, and I believe he was, he went mad. So the German took the gun, and 
he shoot him into this. And he fall down, Herzko, a Jewish yeshivah bokher. And this was 
already in the evening. It was already at night. Yeah, that German, he was a doctor from 
the S.S. And that gun, when he shoots my friend--not my friend, I know him, I know him 
from the street; this was a small town--and he taked a gun, he say, “Poylisha scheissa,” 
that the quality of the gun is no good, and throw it in between the person, in the people. 
And he went out. And he told to me, “Stay down.” And he went up, and he come with two 
soldiers. And I have, it was, we was, how much, four people. And we have to dig out 
[unclear], or whoever the hell tell us to, put off the shirts from the people. And they start 
to shoot from upstairs down. And we was downstairs. And I saw but one person, he had a 
watch. You reme-, in Poland it was wearing watches on this. And in my place they have 
come in, the German shouldn’t believe that I want to steal that watch. I take the watch and 
put on the breast from that person. [chuckles] Why I don’t know now. In that time I was 
thinking that the German shouldn’t believe that I take the watch from that person. And 
they, when they started to shoot from the upstairs, the ground started to collapse, because 
it was sandy ground, you know? And the people start to be buried. And they were still 
alive. And with the legs I was buried too. With my legs I couldn’t go out. Only I, with force 
I pulled myself out against, away from the shooting, you know? And there come down a 
higher officer. And the people, hit, they just was shooting down. And he say, “Feierabend.” 

HR: What? 
HS: Feierabend means, “Finish for today. Feierabend, the day is finished.” 

They took us. We was one or, three boys we was downstairs. One was shot. And it was 
over there maybe, we come up, was left a few more boys. There was over there straw. 

HR: Mr. Skorr, how many people do you think were killed at that time? 
HS: Maybe 800. And for what and what, I don’t know. And I remember when 

we come upstairs, they burned that straw. I don’t know why they, what the straw was doing 
or the straw was bloodied or something, with blood. They burned it, the Gestapo. And the 
German, the officer looked on the watch and said, “Feierabend.” And he said to the other, 
“[unclear], in that mausoleum. Who was left...” 

HR: Shoot. 
HS: “Put him in the...” 
HR: Mausoleum. 
HS: “In that, in that mausoleum.” We was left maybe about 16 boys. In that time, 

I remember, now Shivek I no remember, I believe he escaped before. He didn’t go to the 
cemetery, that old... 

HR: Shivek. 
HS: That old blacksmith. 
HR: With his son, the one that came and got you? 
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HS: Oh, the son what he came and got me, he went right away back. He wasn’t 
arrested. He come on a bike. To have a bike in that time was a, he have to be a rich guy. 
Who have bikes? It was my only dream to have a bike. My dream and my mother’s dream. 
She wanted to give me a bike. You know, we never could do it. 

It was evening already, and they put us in that mausoleum. The mausoleum is a 
small room without the windows, just holes, and the grave from the rabbi. And over there 
you have candles what people putting up and prayers books and the gonseh mayse [whole 
story]. And there was a soldier at the gate. You could hear him walking on the gate because 
they have such, the German soldiers have such nails on the shoes. We could hear walking. 
We could hear back and forth, back and forth. We lay down on the ground. You know, we 
was all dead. I am talking now like a normal person. In that time I was not normal. I was, 
it was undescribable horror. We never saw it, I never saw this. And I hope I don’t no see 
it. I saw it later in the Russian front there. You know, I was already a experienced death 
person. [In a whisper] How far are we? 

HR: It’s just about done. 
HS: And we calmed down a little. And the people start to break down. The 

people start to get crazy. 
HR: You’re talking about these sixteen boys in the mausoleum. 
HS: They start to get cr-, they start to- 
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Tape six, side one: 
 
HS: ...this, and they fall apart. But with everybody it’s [unclear] it’s such a 

shock, you know? And they couldn’t cope with that. I was in a very terrible situation. You 
know, I could cope with myself, because that madness was always in me burning. So I 
remembered being in the grave. I didn’t forget to think it: How will the world know what 
happened now? Being, standing in the blood, you know, standing in that blood I remember 
I had that that this fall down from mine arm. 

HR: This was your band, the arm band, Mr. Skorr? 
HS: Yes. And I put this back because I still was afraid within this, and we was 

full of blood, and I was thinking in that time: How the world will know what happened to 
these people? When I was carrying that girl, you know? I don’t know, a girl, and she was 
so heavy, the heavy of deathness, you know? A young girl, well, maybe not a girl. Was 
maybe in the 20’s. And you know what I was thinking? That [unclear] this is only seconds 
from the thinking, right? What she did? Why this killing, you know? And that heaviness, 
and she was so heavy, you know? A woman is more heavy than a [unclear]. I don’t know 
what comes to me such things. And then I was over there with the boys, you know, and I 
was observing them. I say they’re no more alive. They’re no more mentally alive. I say, 
“Let’s run away.” And they look on me like and I say, “Let’s run away.” “Where we will 
run? What we, they will kill us!” “If they will kill us, then what is this?” And they start, 
you know, they was start a hysterical, making noises, yelling, you know? 

HR: These were all your age boys left... 
HS: Yes, a few older. 
HR: Or there were older men? 
HS: A few older too. 
HR: But no women. 
HS: No. No, women wasn’t arrested with us. Was women was weakness, shot 

people. I don’t know what happened. I know that the whole affair, what happened, why, 
what was it, that the whole, you know. Well, we digged them out after the war, when I 
come back to Kalisz. 

HR: [unclear]. 
HS: Yes, and I see they’re not to respond to me. Not only, they start to make 

noise, crying, you know, hysterically. I say, “Take--if you can’t stop, take sand in your 
mouth. Close your mouth or he will come in and he will kill us, you know?” The German 
will come there. And we sort of relaxed a little, you know? We was, we laid down. I say, 
“We should run away.” They say, “Where will you run to?” “I don’t know.” Nobody wants 
to go. “I will go.” “Where you will go?” This was a small, in two sides was small holes, no 
windows, no glass. The German was by the gate. The gate was like from here to the 
entrance from the temple. You could hear him on that zwir [gravel]. Zwir is such a sand 
with stones, you know? How he walks under this. And I was getting out from that hole, 
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protuding myself through. It was a narrow and I could go through. And I fall on the ground. 
And that fresh air hit me so, you know, it was night. It was cool. And it was night, you 
know. And I lay down on that sand, you know? And that clothing, everything was so 
terrible smelling, you know. I took sand and I... 

HR: Put it on you. 
HS: Put it on me, and until I come a little to myself, you know? When I was by 

myself I didn’t see the misery with the boys, you know? They fell apart. We couldn’t 
nothing organize more. 

HR: They were completed hysterical. 
HS: Completely hysterical. You know, it’s amazing. It’s a psychological 

process, how a person can, there was no more resistance, no more nothing, no more 
nothing. 

HR: They were overcome with fear, that’s it. 
HS: [unclear], yes. You see, we was people from a small town. We never was 

exposed to such a horror, you know? And this is such a terrible horror. Not a catastrophe 
that a building falls down or something happens what you can do nothing. But when 
organized people come with guns, you know, and make it so calm, with cigarettes, you 
know? And later talking to each other like if nothing would happen. Or when they come 
down, looking, you know, and shooting down, like they’re doing a job. They’re not upset 
at all. They were no, no, you know? And this was probably what make us so crazy. So, 
when I lay down on that ground, you know, I don’t know what I am doing. I wouldn’t say 
that I was 100 percent sane. I can’t claim this, you know. Now with that instinct and that 
terrible hate I was always red with hate. I hate them so much and I could with my hands I 
could kill them. You know what we--when we hear that they come into houses and killing 
parents and killing children in front from the children, you know, in front from the parents, 
we took, I say to my father, “Let’s take,” we took two axes home from our butcher shop. 
And we say, “The first German what come in we cut him off in his head and let him kill us 
and that’s it.” We took two axes, you know, the powerful, the big butcher axes? You know, 
like... 

HR: Right. 
HS: Very big. You don’t see this now. 
HR: I’m going to shut this door before [unclear]. [pause] 
HS: You see, that hate was in me a terror, such a [unclear], you know, and such, 

overcome mine sanity. You know, I wasn’t afraid to die. They caught me once, you know, 
on the street, and it was already cold. And I was keeping my hands to my pockets. And this 
was against the law. Again, this is their law. I shouldn’t, he can do to me and I shouldn’t 
do nothing. I kept in my pocket. Was raining, you know? And he come with a boot, with 
his shoe, and hit. It still hurt me until now. I always have pain here. With his boot he 
knocked me so terribly, you know. And I was so mad. I said, “The hell with you.” I hold 
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my hands in my pocket. And he was beating me up until we come to the [unclear] house. 
And I didn’t took out the hand. He didn’t kill me. He just beat me up. 

HR: Because your hand was in it? 
HS: Because I didn’t do what they want. And I would take out the hand if he 

wouldn’t hit me so terribly, you know, that that pain is making me so much hate I say, “I 
am not taking out the hand from the pocket.” 

HR: Where was this, Mr. Skorr? 
HS: In Kalisz. 
HR: Yeah, when did this happen? [unclear] 
HS: Before. 
HR: After? 
HS: No. 
HR: Oh, it happened before. 
HS: Before. 
HR: Before. 
HS: I was caught twenty, thirty times because I was always on the run, always 

on the street... 
HR: Before you ever went to the estate. 
HS: Yeah so the estate was already mine, my fighting. And I just want to 

reconstruct, you know, my hate to them. And I was always so boiling with them. You 
know, I was so, there was a law I shouldn’t take wood. And they, by us they destroyed a 
bridge, the Polaks still. And to me comes a fixed idea, I will take pieces from that bridge, 
I will cut wood and I will have in winter time. I took a saw when I was, I told you I wasn’t 
a carpenter. And I took that wood and I was cutting pieces. And near this was a sign, “For 
taking this is death sentence.” I said, “The hell with you.” Now I did my job. They want to 
kill me, I will do what I, they will kill me, they will kill me. So, once they caught me on 
the st-, not they caught me. They say, “Stop Jude!” They was catching. And once I start to 
run I never stopped. You make systems, you know? And either you, there is a system in 
violence either. You develop a system what to do. When you will run from a German, don’t 
stop. If you start to run, and you stop, you’re in his hand. If he kill you when you run, well 
the hell with it. Then you have a chance to escape. No if he catch you when you run away 
and he stops you, he will so humiliate you, and he will kill you. I remember I was going 
home from work. Once a German, “Stop Jude!” I said, “The hell with this.” It was on 
Chasna Street on the narrow street, is Chasna Street. And I know all the houses where to 
run. I know the escapes, you know? And I start to run. I, later I was sorry because never 
run in a house where Jews are living. You can endanger them. You see, you have to develop 
such rules. I have a big discussion with God. The discussion with God was, “Okay, God, 
there is something you’re doing to us, something I don’t know. And I, and the long thing, 
maybe we deserve or is something happening and you’re--I am not challenging your 
justice. I just beg you.” You know, when I was sleeping at night over at Moravine. “Permit 
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me, if I should be alive not go through this with harming other Jews. Don’t make me do 
things that somebody should be harmed.” Because you can, in that time of trouble, you can 
harm people. You can steal from somebody. You take away a piece of bread. This is the 
same way like you could kill him. If he have only one piece of bread, if you take away 
from him this piece of bread because you’re stronger, you killed that person. Not only if 
you take away. If you take away you know this piece of bread is everything. His whole 
anchor. I develop a system in Russia. When I get a piece of bread--I was in bigger troubles 
than by the Germans in the forest--I always divide that piece of bread to three pieces. I eat 
one piece. Knowing that I have two more pieces keeps me like, you know, like that. And I 
develop such a discipline I’m not, people was eating everything. You get a piece of bread, 
eating up in that minute. After that minute is hungry again, because that piece of bread is 
only a symbolically for them. You need 100 pieces of bread. Only if you take that piece of 
bread and you divide this, you develop your system and you eat one piece. And you know 
in a half a day or at night you will eat the other piece. This keeps you so calm because you 
make a discipline in your head, a line, a guiding line. So I just begged from God, “Just give 
me a line that I can go through clean. Or, let me die.” Not on my, that you shouldn’t harm 
nobody. You shouldn’t take away from somebody. You shouldn’t talk against nobody, 
because it’s enough that you show, “He have a store or he had this.” People was doing this, 
to their eternal, you know, shame, people was working with Germans. 

So you know, what I want to bring out, then I ran on that Chasna Street, I ran in 
#10 Chasna. I remember that like now. And I say, “I make a terrible mistake. I shouldn’t 
run in in the house.” And he runs after me. “Verfluchte Jude! [damned, cursed] Verfluchte 
Jude!” You know what is “Verfluchte Jude!” And I walk a step higher and he after me and 
after me. I say: what should I do now? I don’t want to go into apartment. I just figured 
maybe I will go out on the roof. And through my luck he went to the third floor and he 
stopped, and he cursed, and went back. 

You know, this was such, no you’re doing that, okay, because finally when this 
start, I come to the conclusion we no belong more to ourselves. We are no more people 
alive. We only belong to the future generation. Our responsibility is to survive, to try to 
survive, just to keep up the Jewish race, just to keep up ourselves. Because if we will be 
destroyed, what will happen? No personally if you fall, just fall in a battle, fall in the 
running, if you run and you fall, you tried. No don’t fall in surrendering. You’re never 
surrendering. Not physically and not mentally. No mentally don’t surrender. Even when 
you stay by the wall, think: How I will hit him back? You will no hit him, no just think 
how you will hit him. It’s easier. And you see that hate was like a mortar in me, you know? 
Constantly, how and what and what. 

So I was laying on the [unclear] and seeing, I was thinking: Why the boys no want 
to come? Now I can’t make with them a battle. I can’t yell. There was, to nobody to yell. 
Even my father, may he rest in peace, was falling so apart. I started to argue with him to, 
you know, to, “Let’s do this. Let’s…” He was so paralyzed afraid. You know what’s 
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happening to people? They’re getting so paralyzed afraid they’re not doing nothing more. 
I say, “What do we have to lose?” This will be maybe, it is not maybe, it’s not, it is a 
system. It’s not a bad thing. It’s not a Chmielnicki13 they will kill 1000 Jews and 100,000 
will survive, because you know the system, he’s a hooligan, a drunk, and he have a saber. 
And he will kill how many he can and that’s all. Now this is a system, I say. You see, this 
is a system, annihilation of a people. And this is what they will do to us. It’s what we have 
to be concerned. We have to run. We will survive this way. You know, survivors, we tried. 
We did our job. We tried. This what was in mine whole idea during the whole war, trying 
to escape from them. We can fight them. Bigger people, bigger nations fall apart, right? 
And what we are? Just try to escape. And nobody was listening to me. They you know, 
they was saying that I am crazy, developing all kind of ideas and all kind theories. I say 
nothing will help, they mean our death. And if they mean our death, and they are our 
enemies, we should think of our life. And our life can be eternal if we can save only one 
person. If we will save. And nobody will want to listen. So, you know, back to that, you 
see, I’m getting wild, you know. But this makes me mad until now. 

Lying on that ground, you know, in that cemetery, I hear a whistle from a train. 
This is again a sign from God. The train was not far, not far. It was, the direction from the 
train. That train, that whistle, give me a sign what I should do. I say, “Why you shouldn’t 
run to the train?” And I start to go to the end of the cemetery is a wall, you know? And I 
cut my hand because on the wall is glass. They put on glass that the gentile boys shouldn’t 
go in. They always was throwing in stones. And I got was a little cutting. It doesn’t 
absolutely matter. And I climb over there. This was the opposite, if the German soldier was 
this side, I was in the opposite. The instinct was, you know, is how long you’re just feeding 
an idea in your head and this works. And I ran and I went on the field. Was fields over 
there, you see? And I was going and crawling, crawling, until I come not far from the train, 
in this Koliovastate [phonetic]. Koliovastate means the railroad train. And the train have a, 
and I already catch up with myself. That process of doing something, of running, of 
fleeing... 

HR: [unclear]. 
HS: Already, I was already in command of my thinking, you know? And I say, 

“I will run away now. I will not go back to the city.” In the city was Politzeistunde there, 
you know? You know what’s Politzeistunde there? Police. Curfew. Who is seen on the 
street is shot. No question asked. No question. And we was on the outskirts from this. I 
could come to the city, to that railroad station, without violating, without catching 
[unclear]. I come to that railroad was such a plaza on the front, you know? And was 
thousands of people, and thousands of Polish soldiers from the camps. And the Germans 
let them out. You know, with, just with their uniforms, without nothing, just [unclear]. 

13Chmielnicki, Bogdan (1595-1657) Leader of Cossack and peasant uprising against Polish rule in Ukraine 
in 1648 which resulted in the destruction of hundreds of Jewish communities and the massacres of 
thousands of Jews. [Encyclopedia Judaica] 
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Thousands of people waiting for trains, for this, for that. No system. [unclear], you know? 
And I say, “I will run away. And where I will run away? I will run away to the Russians.” 
Comes to me a idea. I had to run whole Poland. And not knowing, I just, I will run away. 
And I, basically I know the routes. I have to go to Lodz. I have to go to the east. The west 
is Poznan, the German border. I have to go to the east. I have to go to Lodz. I have to go to 
Warsaw. I have to go to the Russians. You see, studying geography was my hobby. My 
nicest hobby was a Saturday when I wasn’t working, going on the streets was a big store 
what’s selling books. And we had a big map of Poland. Was biggest hobby was to staying 
and say, “If I could go here, and here, there and there,” you know, “how I will go.” 

And I was, you know, there was by us, well should I go back a bit? 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: There was by us a family from Baranovici. Baranovici is on the eastern part 

of Poland, after Bialystok, not far from the old Russian border. The family--well how is it 
made, from Baranovici? They come Gilfiks, family Gilfiks. They come to Kalisz. A son 
come to make Hachsharah. You know what’s Hachsharah means? There was a Zionist 
Youth Organization, Hachsharah. That means they’re making such camps, agriculture 
camps, and learning the trade. And they have to get the qualification to go to Israel, to 
Palestine. At that time it was Palestine. You get a certificate from the British government 
if you are qualified agriculture worker. So they was submitting two pluses. First of all in 
getting used to agricultural work to work in a kibbutz, and second they make a open way 
to get a certificate from the British government, through the Zionist organizations. That 
Gilfiks, that boy come to work in our town. After him come the mother with the two 
daughters. They have not a father. And they was so intriguing to me, that family, you know, 
a beautiful family. Their way of talking would somehow lift the Jewish, you know? That 
was sing songs, you know? And they was beautiful people, very handsome, dark people. I 
was a little attracted to a young girl, a small girl in the school just called Milchah. Milchah 
Gilfiks. I always help her make homework. They was very poor in Polish. They couldn’t, 
they was more Russian oriented. That time was Russian. And I was very, you know, I was, 
I liked that girl, you know with what my innocent, you know, liking, want to protect her, 
to help her in school. I was very good in writing Polish, you know? I was always getting, 
how is the best, how to word? 

HR: Grades? 
HS: Not only grades, more than grades. 
HR: Awards? 
HS: Awards. I was getting awards. I was known in the city from getting awards 

and making homework. Every month you write in the school a work, a literature work the 
size from twenty, thirty pages. This was in the schools, so you know? And sometime you 
write about geography, sometimes about history, you know? And I was very good in this, 
you know? And I like it. So I always for that, I helped that girl, you know, to write. And I 
was so attracted by them. You know, that exotic is from them, was very for me, was 
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different than we. Nice, handsome people, dark. And they are singing me such in a Russian, 
you know, such a Orient thing was in mind. And when the war rumor start, they went back 
to Baranovici, about two weeks before the war. And my intention was to go back to see 
Baranovici. I was so I was used to that map. This was my hobby. I go, I see I’ll go to this 
station. I’ll go to this station. I’ll go to Bialystok. From Bialystok I’ll go to Volkovysk. 
From Volkovysk I’ll go to Stoltza [phonetic]. I had the map route in my head, you know? 
And I had the address either. When the war start and I had my group of boys, and we were 
making plans, I say, “If we can meet each other, if we are dispersed by the war,”--we was 
terrible dispersed by the war--“let meet us in Baranovici, Minska Street 57.” I visit that 
street after the war. It was a Jewish ghetto, everything destroyed. I visited the grave. There 
was a mass grave in Baranovici in a field, in [unclear] a small forest. The whole Jewish 
population lies over there including the family Gilfiks. 

So what I want to bring out again? I come to the train, and that knowledge what 
they automatically feed me in, I will go do do this and this and this. In comes the next train 
what’s going this direction, I just jump in, no tickets, no nothing, no. And I was already 
how I say before so used to turmoil, to not convenient life, you know? That all my normal 
life until now was like wiped out. I was already very rugged, accepted that hardship, not 
sleeping, not eating, not drinking, not washing. I went in it one, two, three. And this was 
no more a hardship. This was already exciting for me, you know? I could convert myself 
to my mind idea, what was inconvenient didn’t bother me. This couldn’t, didn’t harm me. 
Hunger was nothing. 

HR: Because by now you still hadn’t eaten. You don’t mention that you ate yet. 
HS: I’ll tell you a story. I didn’t eat maybe a whole week until I come to 

Bialystok. And I wasn’t hungry. Can you imagine? So, I go around and... 
HR: Yeah. Let’s stay with this story now. 
HS: It zig-zags, you know? 
HR: You’re on the train. 
HS: Yeah. 
HR: Anything... 
HS: A train with Polish soldiers, and with Polaks and with Jews. Mine, I took 

this off. I had it in my pocket. 
HR: With sand and blood all over you. 
HS: And everybody is dirty, with sand and blood all over. My shirt was so I had, 

I was draining out. People was with there bringing in me, draining out was, my underpants, 
everything what I was soaked, literally soaked in blood. Mine shoes, I was walking in 
blood. Can you understand that horror? So I was going with that train, listening again to 
all kinds of war stories. Soldiers talking. I was listening. I was observing everything, and 
that observing this took away me from my trouble, you know, took away from that horror, 
took away from me. I wasn’t thinking of my family. Nothing, you know, it was, there is a 
mercy in nature, probably, to give me such a anesthetic that... 
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HR: Sure, you go into shock. 
HS: Yeah, you, and you no observe more this. So, we was going towards 

Zdunska Wola. In Zdunska Wola they took us off. 
HR: What about a ticket or a pass or... 
HS: Nothing. 
HR: Nobody asked for anything? 
HS: No it was nothing. It was not a public train. It was not a where you sit. 
HR: It was like for cattle? 
HS: Sure. Was no trains to sit. It was only the [unclear] trains. How do they call 

the train?  
HR: The cattle cars. 
HS: Cattle, yeah. It was, how much goes in they sit, they stand, they hang, you 

know? In Zdunska Wola, you know, we go, sit in small towns. Zdunska Wola is a absolute 
German town in Poland, German town, you know, full of these Germans, you know? And 
they took us off. We have to work a few hours loading. You see the Germans, one two 
three they find a way. Need to do something, they take people, do it. And later they release 
you. Not asking Jews, not Jews, everybody. And we went into Zdunska Wola, went to 
Lask. And Lask is that town where my sister, when I went with that, to hide our merchand-
, our stuff. 

HR: Oh yeah. 
HS: Yeah. She took it back. She went back. She get a Schein [document, receipt] 

from the police and she go get back everything. And we went to Lodz. Lodz, this was 
already for me a revelation, a big town. Lodz is a big town, you know? And so I never saw 
in my life so many people. And we come to that station, the Volitz Kaliski [phonetic]. This 
means a college station. And being on that night on the college station we have a 
tremendous explosion. The German explode the Kościuszko Ponik. Here they call it 
Kosciszezko. Did you hear that? Poland, a Polak patriot what was fighting for here, for the 
independence of America, Tadeusz Kościuszko? There is a building on Pine Street. 

HR: Oh downtown on Pine Street. Oh, right on the corner. 
HS: This is that. Tadeusz Kościuszko. He was a national hero. And that night 

they explode in that Ponik Kościuszko on the Kościuszko Street. And it was, the whole 
station was just zooming to destroy the street of the Polish patriot. That was Politzei 
Schtunde [phonetic]. And we couldn’t move. In that street, in that station I find out I have 
to go to other station, to Volitz, to Lodz Fabrycznie. It means to Lodz Industrial. This is 
stations, like in Philadelphia North, Philadelphia Main Line. And I take a tramway. You 
know what’s a tramway? A tram. Tram? Like a... 

HR: A tram, like a trolley car. 
HS: Correct. I went, this is the first time... 
HR: You ever saw that. 
HS: This is the first time I saw this and the first time I was on a train. 
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HR: And the other time was the first time you were on a truck. 
HS: Was on a truck. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: You see everything first things what I never saw, I never saw it. I was a very 

provincial boy. And in Volitz Kaliski I was sitting. And they was, want to take me for 
work. They was taking for work. So I was laying down. And was over there a Jewish 
woman. She sit down with me. She was sitting on me, to cover me, you know? Just sitting, 
literally sitting on me. I was, and they was looking for men. Not Jews or not Jews, just 
looking for work. In the morning I, from the Volitz Kaliski, from the college station, I took 
a train to, I hear what I have to do. And in the tramway was full of ethnic Germans. Lodz 
is Jewish and German. Lodz was built by Germans, and by Jews. The whole industry, the 
textile, Lodz is the biggest textile town in Poland. Before the war they was exporting the 
whole merchandise on the Russian market. It’s a city what is factory after factory after 
factory. It is a city what is competing with Manchester what they build, yes. This scope, 
this scope of a city. And no Jewish could work in a factory by Jewish owners. Only Polaks, 
before the war. And the textile, Jewish was working making in their home textile. You 
know, how do you call this? 

HR: Weaving? 
HS: Yes, weavers. Jews and Germans was weavers. So being in that tramway I 

hear how the Germans say, “Ach die verfluchte Juden, Schmeiss sie ans.” If I find now a 
Jude, a Jew, I’d throw him right away.” I was standing near him and I say [unclear]. You 
know? I didn’t look like, I, in that time I look like a vagabond. Is no question about it. 
Additional to this, and I wasn’t looking Jewish. And I hear, you know, that- 
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Tape six, side two: 
 
HS: ...train. And went to the tramway too, to Lodz Fabryeznie, to the fabric 

station. And from there I took a train--I don’t know where nor the direction--but in the 
direction of Warsaw. It was not a normal communication. I remember that they stopped us 
in Pruszkow. Pruszkow was the new border near, was incorporated in with the Reich. 
Pruszkow was the border from the Third Reich. And later start the General Government, 
the Polish, like still the Polish. In Pruszkow we have to go out, and I saw Polish policemens 
for the first time because we didn’t saw it after the war. Already there we start to see Polish 
policemen. By us, the first day of war, right away everything was German. And I have to 
tell you to the eternal shame, the most Polish policemens went right away to the Germans 
to work in the same police station, in Kalisz. Most was Volksdeutsches. Most was the fifth 
column, working for the Germans. The Polaks, yes. 

So when we come to, let’s see, after a day I come to Warsaw. I come to that central 
station of Warsaw, which was completely destroyed. Warsaw was three weeks in blockade, 
in that terrible situation. And it was very much destroyed. The main station was destroyed. 
And you see the canons on the street. You see it all barricades, everything, it was like still 
the war, you know? And you had the smell from that smoke from everything was still in 
the air, you know? And the Jewish people there, it was a terrible turmoil. You know, it was 
such a amount of people, millions of people, what I was completely overwhelmed. Coming 
to that station, to that central, Dworzec Groben, this means the main station, I, how I want 
to tell you, I was constantly listening. My whole running was just listening what people are 
saying, how people are saying, what saying. I hear a group of Polish Gymnasium students. 
You know what’s Gymnasium? 

HR: High school? 
HS: Yeah, but with the [unclear], it’s more like high school here. It’s like junior 

college--with the special clothing, with the special hats. And I hear they are talking about 
Bialystok. I hear they are talking about the border. I hear they are talking about Malkinia. 
I hear they are talking about the Dworzec Vilinski, you know the Vilna Station. And this 
hit me on this, I have to follow the boys. Because I didn’t know what I am doing. I didn’t 
know where I am going, and I didn’t have nothing. I just was. I didn’t eat, and I didn’t have 
to eat. It was no, a few days I didn’t eat completely. And I didn’t eat and I didn’t drink. 
And there was no need for. And I hear the Polish boys, you know. They was talking about 
the border. This was people what was born on the other side. And when the Russians 
[rather] the Germans divided Poland, there was a agreement that people can go back to 
their homeland, you know? And they was going back. And I hear from their talking, they 
was speaking in Polish, you know? And I was fluently, you know, and I was, and I hear, 
“Now we have to go to Dworzec Vilinski,” they say. “And we have to go to Bialystok. And 
the border is in Malkinia.” You know such words I never hear this, you know? They was 
originally from Vilna. You hear of the city, the town of Vilna. So I say to myself, “Let’s 
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me keep with them.” And I start to talk to them. Not that I am Jewish. I want to go over 
there and this. They say, “Okay. Let’s go. You can go with us.” Was three boys, very nice 
boys. I, we didn’t touch the Jewish problem. Was no need. Maybe it would be 
counterproductive. And he say, “You go with us.” 

And I was going with them. And there was not good transportation. The city was 
destroyed. The city was, the bridges was destroyed. Everything was temporary. I remember 
we went through the bridge Kierbedzia and the bridge Poniatowskie, we was walking. So 
I can see the whole destruction of the city, you know? It was terrible, that Warsaw, how 
horrible it was, you know? When we come to that Dworzec Vilinski, we come to that 
Dworzec Vilinski, now it was thousands of people, mostly Jews. Jewish people what was 
escaping. What I was doing, what I was start to do by us was something new and nobody 
in Warsaw this was a normal thing. First of all it was closer. And the information was 
closer. People, Polish, this was not far to go back and forth, a day’s travel or something, 
[unclear] more. And people started to escape. People started to run away. Not like by us. 
We was too far. We was on the German border, and the horror was too much. You see we 
had no information. Who escaped in the war didn’t come back here to say what or we can 
move or we not can move, where you can go. People was escaping in the radius from 50 
miles, 100 miles, 200 miles. No they wasn’t escaping 1,000 miles. Not so far. We wasn’t 
so far adventurous. Because the Russians, the German Army overcome. And over there it 
was closer. 

So we come to that Dworzec Vilinski, thousands of people in every, and they come 
in a train. You are so far from the train, like two blocks, you can’t, so many people. The 
Germans was shooting in the air, you know? Only I with the boys, we was going a different 
way. We didn’t go with that main thing. I just was going to the corner of that natlok 
[crowd], so many people, and was near to a train. And come the first train, and boom, 
Henry is there. You know, with that power, I told you, I was already very knowledgeable 
in these things. But first of all I was in that age, jumping, running. It was not a hardship. 
Sure for a older person to run. 

HR: Yes, right. 
HS: This [unclear] will jump. For me to jump was a normal thing, you know? 

Maybe I had a pleasure to jump even. So we run in that train. 
HR: How old were you at this time? You must have been... 
HS: Seventeen years. 
HR: Seventeen, yeah. 
HS: And I was very, very strong. And full with ideas, full with this. And I train 

myself before the war not to eat a day or two to feel how to be hungry, how to this, you 
know? So, the romantical things, you know? Or I train myself how to go fight, to Spain 
when was the [unclear]. So you see, this was for me, when I come to that, this wasn’t so 
horrible. And we sit in the train, you know? It was so many people. I see so many Jews 
already. And everybody is so dead scared. You could see a Jew right away how scared he 
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is, right away, you know? And this was so horrible. And I learned from this. Don’t show 
that you are a Jew. You don’t have to write down Jew. You show with your eyes. Don’t be 
so scared. Don’t be so, don’t look around so much. [unclear]. You see and I was going and 
sitting in that train, with the boys, not so very close. I, in that there we couldn’t yes. And 
we was traveling so, you know, and the city was such a whole different atmosphere over 
there, with different people. It’s already more like Russian people. They, the Karboyzha, 
not the Karboyzha, the landscape is always changing, more, no more so western. More 
eastern. You see already horses and wagons, not western style, you know, with the, how 
they have the wooden, like Jatroygas [phonetic]? 

HR: Yokes? Yokes? 
HS: Like yokes. You no see this by us. By us you see only [unclear] and two 

horses. And you saw already a Russian style, you know? Eastern style, with the yokes, and 
the farmers already much cooler, you know? I saw the first lapches [phonetic]. You know 
what lapches means? 

HR: Wrapped stocking. 
HS: Correct. You see, you no see by us. And we saw already different things. 

And I was thinking: ‘My this is so much space, and everybody is so much and a Jew have 
no where to hide himself, where to be home.’ You know? And the Jewish people, and while 
we was traveling so, we was traveling a day. And nearer to the, the border was on the Bug 
River. The River Bug was the dividing line from Germany and Poland. This was once the 
Cieszyn line in 1918, when they divided, if [unclear] history. And we’re sitting in the train 
and I hear that the Polaks are talking. “Now the Jewish bones will start to, getting beatings.” 
[Polish translation]. “Now the Jews will get a beating.” I hear when they are talking, you 
know? And I was wondering what they’re talking about. We come to the border. Is a small 
town, Malkinia. Is not far from Treblinka, in that, in time was Treblinka, where they gassed. 
Was a, the railroad stopped over there. This is the last railroad where the German 
occupation was. On the other side is already Russia. The rails are cut off. You can’t go 
further. And when you go down from that train, you know, go down to the, near to the 
station, in the side, the station’s from the back, stands a line of Gestapo and say, “Jude? 
Jude? Jude? Jude? Jude? Jude?” And the Jude say right away, and he, they take him away. 

HR: They’re asking, “Are you Jewish?” And they’re saying, “Yes.” 
HS: They know if, sure. It’s... 
HR: Is that what you mean? 
HS: Yeah. They just, they’re not saying nothing. 
HR: They know that it’s... 
HS: They’re just going saying, “Jude? Jude? Jude? Jude? Jude?” And they, to 

me too. And I didn’t look even on him. I just go, straight like the Polaks. I make me a 
symbol saying, “This is a Polak.” I make me a sign, “Polaks.” I will do what they are doing. 
Do you understand? 
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HR: I understand. But these people, the Jews got out and they sort of stood 
around and the Germans... 

HS: Not they st-, they didn’t stood. You can’t stand around. You start to walk 
and the Germans just... 

HR: Kept saying, “Jude.” 
HS: Take you away like a strainer, like a strainer catching fish. 
HR: Right. 
HS: Stands a line of Germans, with whips, even dogs. Such dogs, you know? 

And they say, “Jude? Jude? Jude?” And the Jude just go. You no have to say nothing. 
HR: But they said this to you too. 
HS: Sure! 
HR: And what did you do? You didn’t say anything? 
HS: I just, I didn’t look either on them. I just was going with the Polaks. I go 

again exactly with the Polaks. The Polaks... 
HR: Those boys. 
HS: Those boys and other Polaks. 
HR: Mmm hmm. 
HS: The Polaks was going straight with that railroad sta-, with the railroad, the 

irons. How do you call this? 
HR: Tracks. 
HS: With the tracks. They was continuing going the tracks. And the Jews, they 

was continuing going by the right, to that railroad station. And they say, “Jude, Jude,” and 
I didn’t look even in their direction. I didn’t look. He was going so, and they were standing 
this way. Was a line and I was going straight like this and not, don’t bother me. 

HR: Because you weren’t Jewish so you didn’t stop. 
HS: Yeah, I wasn’t Jewish and I had, I had been in dread, you know? I didn’t... 
HR: Right, right, yes. 
HS: Yeah. And I was going with the Polaks I’m going. I saw the boys. You 

know, I wasn’t not involved. I saw them. And I was going with them. And I saw already a 
different thing, like [unclear], you know, like border smugglers, with packs. You know it 
was developed already a war smuggle. Smuggle of people, smuggle of goods, and smuggle 
of this. And plenty of Jewish people could save themselves if just they would go. No, it, 
the German didn’t touch him even and he went to the right. You understand the psychology 
of that? 

HR: But, Mr. Skorr, by either the way they looked or the way they dressed, did 
the Jews have a, did they look different? You would be able to pick the... 

HS: Sure. 
HR: …difference between a Jew... 
HS: Sure, sure. 
HR: Not... 
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HS: First of all, yes. The religious Jews you could see. You could see... 
HR: Well... 
HS: You can see a Jew in the figure. You can see in everything. 
HR: Even if it wasn’t a religious... 
HS: It didn’t, well, it either it, nobody was wearing a, how you call it? 
HR: A star. 
HS: No. 
HR: No. 
HS: Because they was in the running. They was on the run. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: It was illegal for a Jew to travel. You couldn’t travel. You know, you see, 

the Jew was, now don’t believe that only I Jew, one escaped. Plenty like me escaped. I no 
say that every, they didn’t took out everybody. They took everybody, the weak people, 
what was surrendering to their psychology pressure, they went. More, it was 90% didn’t 
go, they just go straight. And I saw there’s already a profession over there, from going back 
and forth. I learned that something going back and forth. You understand this already? Now 
this was for me a entire different like I would come to the moon, you understand? 
Something entire different experiences. And this everything absorbed me 100%. And that 
whole horror was in the side of me. You understand? Yes I was involved with that process 
of doing. 

And I go with the boys. I go with the old Polaks. And when we went maybe a block, 
we come to a big field. Was again Germans. The border Germans. Now they didn’t have, 
just they let you through. German gendarmes, you know, such as. And over there was a 
pass. They call the Neutrale Pass. Neutral Pass. 

HR: Neutral Pass. 
HS: Neutral Pass don’t belong to the Germans and don’t belong to the Russians. 

And they come over there and when we got I say over there maybe 200,000 people, laying 
on the fields. And a little further is stacheldrahte [phonetic]. You know what’s 
stacheldrahte? The wire? 

HR: Oh, barbed wire. 
HS: Barbed wire. Stacheldrahte, right? With a big arched gate, a Russian gate, 

with a sign, how they have the sickle and the hammer, you know? And with the red flags. 
And I believe that I am in paradise. I was sure that I see God. I come to that over there, to 
that border. And I was wondering: Why are we keeping sitting here? Why are they not 
going further? You could see families with children lying in the field, put out paper, put 
out kotsis [phonetic], how is kotsis? What you cover yourself, at night? 

HR: Blankets? 
HS: With blankets, with like, making like Succahs in there and this. And I come 

to that border. I see boys, you know. I say, “What is this? Why are you not going there?” 
They say, “The Russians don’t let through.” I say, “What’s with the Russians not let 
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through? The Russians? They will no let through?” And I couldn’t understand that the 
Russians will no let me through. I ran to them and they should be people what... 

HR: Open arms. 
HS: That I should escape. And I couldn’t understand. What do you mean that? I 

ran to the border and then that soldier he say, “Davay nazad,” with a rifle, with a bayonet. 
And I say something a Kafkavoltet [phonetic], or something of my belief. Here I ran away 
from the Germans. I ran to the Russians. 

HR: And then... 
HS: They no let me out, and they no let me in. And hundreds of thousands of 

people, you know? And I couldn’t understand this. And I take a look on that soldier, that 
poor Russian soldier. And I take a look on the German soldier. I said, “Oh my God, what 
is this?” Oh, [unclear], you know, a great coat of dirty, you know? Dirt. And such shoes 
without leather, you know? A Mongolian face. And I say, “If these should be our protectors 
we are in big trouble.” You know, I was so shocked. And I take a look to the German 
soldiers, big like the wall. Men six foot ten or something, with the beautiful clothing, with 
the automatic weapons, with the rubber, with the everything protecting against rain. You 
know, with their it was raining a little. No, I didn’t care already. Rain doesn’t bother me 
no more. It still doesn’t bother me now. Even I can go in the rain for days. And I say, I look 
on that soldier [unclear], you know, so big, and say, “And this should be my protector? 
And this should protect the world against the Germans? Is something wrong.” And I say, 
you know, still I have to go through. And he say to me, “[unclear] Davay nazad? Davay 
nazad.” Do you understand? Davay nazad means in Polish, Polish-Russian, “Go back.” 
Oysh, okay. 

It was in the evening at night. And I was, they make a fire, the boys, with this and 
singing, you know, everything happy. I say, “What is this town?” And they start to ask 
from what town, from all this. And nobody’s from our neighborhood. All from over there 
and from [unclear], all kind of this. I say, “What is this, they no let you through?” I say, 
“What’s it mean? What they will do?” And they don’t know. But they don’t let through. I 
say, “Let’s go.” I took a group of boys and girls, and it was at night, and I took off the 
wires, and we went through! We go a little. A soldier wasn’t, it wasn’t close soldiers, you 
know. It was, by the gate was a soldier. And we go in a forest and we, the tracks are still 
the tracks. 

HR: Continuing from the, where the others had got off. 
HS: Correct. And I go not far from the tracks. And then boom comes a soldier, 

“Davay nazad.” I say, “No.” I turn and he talks to me in Russian. I talk to him in Polish. I 
say, “Nyemsi kamsu, Nyemsi [phonetic].” “They’re killing us!” And he say, “Davay 
nazad.” And I say, “No!” He take down the rifle. He take the rifle. But I wasn’t afraid of 
that. You understand? First of all I lost the respect is one. But I took a look at that shabro 
[phonetic], at that soldier, and I wasn’t afraid. You see in my heart I know they can’t do 
nothing to me. This is the Russians. And you see mine idea was so full that they are my 
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brothers. And we was arguing with him so maybe a half an hour. He say, “Nazad,” and I 
say, “No.” And later he say, “No, Ich gerot.” It means, “Go.” Ich gerot. Okay? So the boys, 
“You see? Well, Gerot.” And we start to work, with the tracks, with the, this. And we come 
with the tracks so a few miles. And we hear like the Germans singing. I say, “Oh my God. 
Probably he give us a direction we should, to the Germans.” I say, “Boys, lay down. Let 
me go.” And I was crawling, you know, on the ground, crawling to the station. It was the 
first station. The name was Zarunbikos Chelna [phonetic]. Yes, Zarunbikos Chelna, if I 
remember it, yeah. And this was a, it was the Russians. And they were singing in Jewish! 
Jewish boys and girls was sitting making a fire by the station waiting for a train! 

HR: And you thought it was German? 
HS: And I was... 
HR: The boys thought it was German? When you heard... 
HS: Sure! You hear such a sound, you will never believe that it will be a Jewish 

songs. 
HR: It’s Yiddish. 
HS: It was in Yiddish, a Jewish song. And it was, when we come to the station. 

And we was already in. This was the first station, Zarunbikos Chelna, right? Zarunbikos 
Chelna. And we come, come a train, from where, from Bialystok. The train was only going 
to this. And again, many people, they was waiting in a road when they went through there. 
Went everybody on the you don’t know what this is, how to storm a train. You don’t know 
this, how to storm a train, you know? We stormed the train. And they still was Polish crews 
what was there when the war start, you know? And now he was saying, “The Parshivy 
Zhidy,” and they was cursing, “Those Zhides, the Parshivy Zhide and the Moskali.” The 
Moskali are the Russians you know? No but they can’t do nothing to us, right? And we, 
this was at night. I was on the border only a few hours. I couldn’t tolerate it more. You see 
I come in the evening, I walked into the night and took the boys, and we come to Bialystok. 
We come in station Bialystok. The first thing what I saw in Bialystok, we come out from 
the train, a Jewish sign, from street to street, how do you call it when you make such a 
banner? 

HR: A banner I’d say. 
HS: It was elections how they, for the, the Russians maked already elections. 

And was plenty of Jews. Was written in Jewish. And I was so shocked. It’s like a entire 
different world, you know? A Jewish banner, you know? And I saw the first Jewish sold-, 
not Jewish, the first Russian soldiers, and Russian Cossacks and with the sabers. And I saw 
a Russian officer sleeping on the floor. I say, “My God, what is this? Russian officers 
sleeping on the floor?” Waiting for a train. 

HR: Okay. 
HS: You couldn’t see this by a German. Or, and you couldn’t... 
HR: By a German. 
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HS: See this by a Polish. Polish officers was more beautiful than Germans, like 
dolls, perfect ones, you know? Russian soldiers and Russian officers. Only this I like 
having there, you know? I didn’t li-, it was shocking me what kind of power is this against 
the Germans? The Germans are so organized. They’re, only with their look they make from 
you, you’re half dead. Only looking on them and their power and their organization, and 
the quality of the weapons, of the, the size of the horses, of the cleanness from the soldiers, 
you know? They’re tooking a town, the first thing they go in, taking off the clothes on their 
back, naked, and washing themselves. Not ashamed. Women, not women, you know? No, 
you know, they’re overwhelming you with their organization, with their, you feel so small, 
you know? And over there, it’s like a steppe. You know what’s a steppe is? Oh, how is a 
steppe? 

HR: Oh, it’s a... 
HS: Like a big field... 
HR: A field, a field. 
HS: With all the organization, you know, just in  And you, well, okay, this is, 

and again, “Gloria,” already you’ll see it on Jewish, “Gloria to Stalin,” and, “Gloria to 
[unclear].” Those signs what, okay, everything is [unclear]. It’s good. And people was 
waiting, hundreds of people was waiting for the train for the newcomers, to find out what’s 
new. 

HR: For news. 
HS: And I meet a friend from the school, Brotslavski. 
HR: A friend that you went to school with... 
HS: Yes. 
HR: In Kalisz? 
HS: Correct. 
HR: Mmm. 
HS: On the railroad, I don’t know how it happened. A young, a boy, you know, 

Brotslavski, his father was a electrician. And I say, and I start to cry this time. He say, 
“What happened?” And that whole horror come back to me. You know, that was such a 
climax. Before I was so tense because I was in danger, everything. Here I stopped 
everything. Yeah. So, he took me. He was living, I don’t know, I come to I wasn’t so 
[unclear], I was, you know? 

HR: You hadn’t eaten, and just that alone! 
HS: This I didn’t, this didn’t bother me so maybe. I didn’t, yeah. You know, I 

wasn’t 100% in my senses, you know? [pause] And, yeah, he took me to a family where 
he was living. I didn’t understand what he is doing with me. And he give me a, I remember 
he took off that clothing, and I [unclear]. 

HR: Did you take a bath? 
HS: No, I didn’t take a bath. I didn’t, they feed me something a meal, what 

people eat. It’s called kashe, you know? It’s kashe. 
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HR: Kashe. You never had kashe. 
HS: Kashe, with onions, with something else. 
HR: It must have tasted like heaven to you. 
HS: You know, to tell you the truth I didn’t right away want it. 
HR: Right away. 
HS: Right away. Probably I wasn’t eating in such a long time. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: And it was so I [unclear]. And I collapsed. Well, and I rested a day. Was... 
HR: This was a Jewish family? 
HS: I suppose. I tell you, no, I don’t know now. 
HR: You don’t know. 
HS: This was like a weight. It was a too much contrast, you know? Such a horror 

I didn’t think I’d be seeing, to my shame I didn’t think nothing of my family even in that 
time. Only when I start talking with this boy, that whole horror come back. I say, “There I 
left them! What I--there I left everybody!” 

HR: But you were picked up on the street. You couldn’t help... 
HS: Yeah, but you see, now where I left my family this--everything start to come 

back to me. And I went, you see, I tell him. He say, “Look, what you will do now?” I say, 
“I don’t know what I’ll do now.” He told me that, “We have a friend in Kovel. He should 
be a big Commissar. Isaac Sturmann, Yanek Sturmann.” He was in concentration camp, 
the Polish concentration Katus Berezah [phonetic]. Poland had one concentration camp of 
the German style, and all Communists was over there. And when the Russian come, they 
free them. And by us was going around, and he told me in Bialystok, that Brotslavski, that 
he is a commissar in Kovel. A commissar that worked around over there from. He say, and 
he don’t know, he say, “What you will do?” I say, “I don’t know what I will do. I don’t 
know what I am. Now I will go to Kovel.” He give me some Polish money, I remember, 
and give me shoes. My shoes was all torn up from that Moravine, you know, from that 
working in the fields. And I went, before I went to the Jewish synagogue in Bialystok. In 
Bialystok there was a Center of Refugees. They call it byezhinitzes. If you have no where 
to sleep, where do you go? To the synagogue. And you come over there, is such a horror, 
you know? Such a death. Children, children are dying, you know? And it was not 
organization. They couldn’t catch up with so much being refugees, so much you know? I 
mean the city was overrun three, four times, you know, with people. And no food and no 
this and no that, you know? [unclear], you know. And maybe a epidemic could be, was 
already. 

I intentionally had intend to go to Baranovich, where my friend was. And when I 
was talking before of my friends. Now he told me about that Yanek Sturmann, I said, “I 
want to see him. I want to think things over, you know?” And he give me some money. 
Over there, from Bialystok to Kovel you have to buy already a ticket. Was already more 
organized. Only from Bialystok to the border, you know, with that, this was still probably 
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they know people have no money that come. And I saw the first Jewish newspaper. I always 
have to read, you know? I believe in Bialystok the Stürm they call it. Now they’re written 
already in a Jewish, a Russian Jewish. Not normal. It was nouns with no this, you know? 
Such a Soviet style, you know? And this was with not a Jewish paper. This was a Russian 
paper written in Jewish. Nothing touching the tragedy what happened. Like nothing would 
exist. Like nothing happened. Only gloria to Stalin, and we have to make a la- 
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Tape seven, side one: 
 
HS: Finding out about that, not friend but I know him, that he is a commissar in 

Kovel, I decided to go and to see what I have to do with myself. Because the shock from 
running was over, and I have in my heart a very deep guilt that I left my parents, that I left 
my friends. And I was very uneasy with me. And my friend give me some Polish money 
and I, he told me he’d give me a shirt and this. I changed out of that bloody clothing and 
throw away. And I bought a ticket and I went from Bialystok to Brest, Zeshna Gubin 
[phonetic]. Coming through Brest, is a big town, a big tremendous town. It’s like a state 
town. And it’s very much in [tape off then on] and Brest was very much in mine mind, in 
my thinking, because this was the biggest town that was a different, a Russian, Ukrainian 
or White Russian minority fighting the Polish government. And I was reading at one time 
a book, The March on Brest, the day the Russian farmers what was under Polish 
occupation, was going to occupy that town. And that political unrest was much in the last 
30 years in Poland. So I know plenty about that town and I have much memories about 
this. Now, to see practically was an entire different story. Was a very gray, rainy, snowy 
day. I was standing near the River Bug, or I was standing on a big bridge near a tremendous 
railroad station. Is a historical railroad station where in 1918 Russia, Soviet Russia was 
signing the peace agreement with Germany. And they stopped the war then after they throw 
down the Czar. And left Trotsky was in the head of the delegation. So, it have a tremendous 
historical value for me. 

Only when I was standing so I remember the snow and the rain was going down. 
And I was thinking about that--Where we fit? We poor Jews, where do we fit in that 
tremendous amount of humanity? Why we can’t find our space? And I feel so humiliated 
and so hurt that nobody care of us, and we ourself can’t take care of ourselves. The first 
thing in Zeshna I start to see the common Russian occurrence--lines. Lines for bread and 
lines for clothing. Everywhere in every store there was lines. We didn’t know this before 
the war. We just know when the Germans come in we was standing in line for bread. Now, 
a new Soviet thing I just find out--lines. Where you want to buy something, you have a line 
like they call in Russian, a ochered. First in Zeshna, that big tremendous railroad station, 
there was a official kitchen like a soup kitchen for the refugees from the Germans. And I 
eat the first time a soup ladled out from somebody to me like I am a refugee. And it was 
very hard for me to accept that first soup of mercy. And I hear already people talking about 
registration to go to in Russia, to go to work to Russia to in of Russia. And this time I start 
to think about my future. What should I do with myself? What should I do? How I left my 
parents and I left everybody. Where I will fit in? And little by little start to come to me a 
idea I should go back to my town and to try to save mine family and to try to save my 
friends. And that idea start to go deeper. And I say, “I can’t stay in Brest.” 

And I went to Kovel. You see in Kovel was a big railroad station, very impressive. 
The whole railroad business was very impressive for me because I never saw railroads 
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before that I was on a train. And in that Kovel it was a big station still from the Czar time 
and much from before. And Kovel was already a typical like a Russian town. The first time 
I saw wooden sidewalks or streets without stones. You know, unpaved streets. And the 
whole streets with wooden houses. And a cross entire different people already, much more 
eastern people, the people that they look already like Slavs. And their clothing is entirely 
different. And their talking is entirely different. And I saw so many Mongolian people 
already, Chinese and different what was in the Russian Army or in the Russian occupation 
force. We in Poland wasn’t used to this. In Poland you see all 99% one kind of faces--Polak 
faces. And small minorities like Jews, Germans, Gypsies. And the Jews and Germans either 
fit in that Polish sea of Slavish faces. And that Kovel first hit me so many different people 
and so many different outlooks. 

And the first time I heard a Russian Army singing. And it was like from the wild 
[unclear] Steppes. The songs was so, the motif was so Oriental, so gnawing, you know, so 
heart throbbing. And time when I hear the German songs was so full of knives, full of 
sabers and of guns and of bullets, and of smoke, in the song even. And in that Russian 
songs you can feel the melancholy from the Russian character. You can smell the snow 
even. And we see the different, in every song they will finish with, like with a whistle, like 
with a [unclear] from their, it was so attractive and scary a little. And the first one man is 
singing, they call it a zapevala and later the whole regiment was singing. And sometime I 
remember I was walking in the afternoon about a half an hour just listening to the rhythm 
of this song. And it was so amazing. So in my time of trouble even, I tried to absorb this 
entirely different world. Even the smell of the Russian Army was different. They was 
smelling from bread and from cabbage. Like the German soldier was smelling from soap 
and from water cologne and from gasoline. And from the instinctives, you feel a different 
smell. And the Russian soldiers, they was going to the banya--this means to the public 
bath--with their clothing. And I clearly could see how the Russian soldier was walking two, 
three or four hundred years ago the same way. This is a little… 

So I come to that Kovel and I start to look around for my friend, find out that big 
commissar, until I find a Russian restaurant where the Russian officers is eating. The name 
was Risursa [phonetic]. And I went through on the, this was after Lagionof [phonetic] 
Street, still the Polish name. And I hear Jewish speaking. And this was a Jewish waiter is 
working over there. And I ask around maybe she know a person from Kalisz that is so-and-
so. She said, “You know, I know that person. He works, he is a head from a kitchen for 
refugees. And he is not far on Dalutska [phonetic] Street.” 

And I went over there and I saw my friend. He was not a big commissar. He wasn’t 
small commissar. He was working in a kitchen what was giving food for refugees. And 
that Kovel is a little further from the border and they had less refugees. It was a little more 
organized. And they was feeding the people. People wasn’t going around hungry. I meet 
him and he took me to his room. Not his room, to his bed where he was living. Because in 
that room was living maybe ten people. And I try to tell him my story. And I saw something 
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terrible happening, that he don’t believe me. And he start to ask me such questions like I 
would be a crazy person. And he start to talk such things to me because I say, “Why is he 
so quiet? Why nobody’s protesting what they’re doing to us over there?” How far are we? 
I say, “You are not so far removed. You are just a few kilometers,” I say, “from our 
tragedy.” And I see that he, nobody want to listen, like nothing happened. You know, they 
no write nothing. They no talk nothing. Only the tragedy was in the smaller huddeleah 
[phonetic], in the small people, the refugees what we was roaming around. They was in 
their tragedy. Nobody want to accept this. And nobody official want to help us. To my deep 
sorrow and shame the Jewish population over there, well they was very negative to us. Or 
there was a reaction; they was afraid to accept the truth, or no, they didn’t tolerate this well. 
I remember he took me to a room from a woman, from an old woman, that I should sleep 
over there. She say I can sleep over there if I pay her, only one night. I say, “Why only one 
night?” She say, “Maybe tomorrow you will bring your parents and other friends and they 
will take away mine house.” So, I start to understand they are afraid of us, that we will 
overtake them. Or, if they didn’t, to a negative point of, I have to say that we didn’t have 
too much help from the Jewish population from the other side. I remind myself how we 
was trying to help the German refugees when they’re coming in in Zbanszyn in 1938. How 
much, what kind of committee got organized and how the average person on the street was 
fighting to take in people in their houses. Well, I tried to understand that, or too many 
people was coming in from us. Or they are afraid with that political changes what come in, 
that Russian regime. They was afraid. No, mine opinion, mine first thing was negative, that 
they didn’t care about us, and they didn’t try to help us. Only the opposite. When I was 
going on with the soup was going to a woman laughing, “What kind of soup are they 
feeding today the byezhintzes?” A byezhintzes means a refugee. 

And it’s the same with my friend, you know? I saw that something divide us 
already. Oh he want to go with the line from the, he was a Communist. And he had a job 
from them. And in that time the policy of the Soviet Union was a friendship with Germany. 
They together divided Poland. They together I believe they was happy that the friends in 
Great Britain get a beating. I hear, the first thing I hear them calling when I come in, how 
many, how the German submarines, how many they sink, they this. They sink the ships, 
and how the French Army ran away and how the British Army get a licking. And nothing 
is saying about our tragedy, like we no exist at all. That a few million of people are bleeding 
to death. And so I believe this was the political, official life in Russia. And my friend 
already was going the line of Russia. He didn’t understand the terrible degradation, the 
terrible things. How they was praying to Stalin like to God. I was so overwhelmed there. 
You go in Kovel, everywhere you see portraits of Stalin, thousands of portraits everywhere. 
And I was feeling that I am in a madhouse. Everywhere red flags and, “Gloria to Stalin,” 
and gloria to this and gloria to that. And that time when we was laying on the street. We 
was hungry. And nobody mention a word about our Jewish tragedy, even the Jewish people 
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over there want to, I don’t know what’s the reason. Now this was my impression that I am 
taking this everything in account. 

And he say, he advise me to go to Russia, to register to go to deep Russia and to be 
a Russian. And I say, “What will be with my family? What will happen to them?” He say, 
“They’re by the Germans. You know what happened to them.” And I was terribly shocked. 
And I decided in that time to leave back, to try to save them or try to be with them. And 
what will happen will happen. 

He give me a few again Polish money. It was still Polish money going around in 
Kovel. I don’t know in the account; well we could buy tickets. You can buy bread. It’s 
amazing at that time already going to buy bread you can’t get change. There was no metal 
change. You’re going into a store, you buy something. First of all they don’t want to sell 
you, period. This is the Russian style already. Until they decide to sell you something, he 
give you a piece of paper that he’s owing you twenty cents. Was no change. I believe 
people started to hide the change. This is just a [unclear]. I decided to go, seeing this 
[unclear] and seeing Kovel, seeing Brest, seeing Bialystok. I decided to go back. I decided 
not to save myself, not to go into Baranovici, just to go back or try to save my people. I see 
there is a way to take them out. With our things, with everything how it’s bad over there--
we have no where to go, we have to lie in the synagogue, we have to lie in the, sleep on the 
street, on the railroad station--nobody is killing you. You have Jewish signs. We have a 
Jewish newspaper. And I, we see Jewish boys with guns. It was the city police as you say, 
only Jewish boys and Ukrainian boys with guns, and with red bands. This was for me a 
very big miracle. And I right away want to take a gun. 

So, taking this in account, I decided to go back. I don’t know how to do this, but I 
decided I couldn’t sleep, I couldn’t rest, I could do nothing. I have to tell you one thing, I 
didn’t shave myself for the whole time and I was going around with a beard and I was very, 
looking very neglected. I was looking very, very bad, because I didn’t care about myself. 
And people what saw me was very depressed looking, and I was very depressed myself. 
Not depressed. I didn’t care about me. My thinking was not about me. 

So deciding to go back I have to wonder how to go back. So I decided to go back 
the same way how I had come, the same way I will go back. I went back from Kovel to 
Brest, and from Brest to Bialystok, and from Bialystok I went back to Zarembi Koshchelne. 
Coming on that railroad station, I start to listen what people are talking. And seeing that 
it’s a whole movement, a whole organized movement smuggling people and goods between 
the German occupied and from the Russian. People was smuggling out people, smuggling 
out valutas [contraband money], smuggling out everything. So it’s a possible thing to do. 
In my naiveté I went to the Jewish boys, you know. There are the Polish, the Jewish 
underground. Not underground. In Polish, it’s Jewish, like the Jewish thieves from Malevki 
[phonetic], from Warsaw, you know, the tough guys what start to make a living from that 
tragedy by smuggling the money and smuggling people and with all this. And I ask them, 
“This is my situation. I want to go out to save my people.” To their eternal credit I have to 
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tell they was very good to me. They saw that I am a naive boychik. And they tell me, “Go 
with us. We will take you with us. And when we come to Zarembi Koshchelne, we come 
near the border, if they arrest you and they will ask you where you want to go, say you 
want to go to Bialystok.” I say, “What’s the reason?” I see the Russian have such a system. 
If you want to say you go to Bialystok, they send you back to the Germans. If you say you 
want to go to the Germans, they send you back to Bialystok. Because they want already to 
stop that movement of refugees. Because with the whole thing there was nothing altruistic 
from the Russian side. They never accept us legally. We just ran them over. That they 
should do something like other countries was accepting refugees, giving them help, or 
letting legally through, this is not true. Just people was running. And we never should 
accept such ideas that the Russians saved us. They didn’t save us. They had no choice to 
do with us, because if 100,000 people run them over, they can’t send everybody back, or 
they can’t arrest everybody, so they let them in. No, there was no official line. They didn’t 
try to help us, to their eternal shame. 

So, we come to Zarembi Koshchelne. Nobody ask us nothing, and I went with the 
boys, with the professional smugglers, underground people. They have knives in their 
shoes, and their everything, you know? Tough guys. They can kill Germans. They can kill 
each other too. They can kill me too. Now they have one common thing, the Jewish soul. 
Bad things was their profession. Now they could be good Jews, and they was good Jews. 
And they took me with them. And we went to the train. And we walked over the same way 
how we walked with the railroad. The same way we come to Malkinia. And they give me 
a chemodan [suitcase]. I carried their bags. Probably they’re smuggling, the ones that I 
don’t know. Now I make a, I look like a busy person. And I went with them to Warsaw. 
And in Warsaw they went their way and I went my way. And I went back the same way to 
Warsaw. And I went back to Lodz, and now back already I have to beg tickets. And it was 
already that we have, it was already signs that the Jews have to wear in Lodz the…  

HR: Stars? 
HS: Yes. I didn’t bother with this. I didn’t care about this. I had money what I 

give. Yeah, they gave me some money too, and they give me some bread. They give me 
some salami, the Jewish boys. And I took a ticket. I went the same way back. I bought a 
ticket for Polish money, and I went into a train. Not to a last train, not to--a train. I bought 
a ticket like a normal person, and I sit in a German car with Germans with German soldiers, 
and hear that whole stories, their whole singing, the whole thing. And the whole thing was 
only talking how glorious they have in the west. How they’re fighting the British. The 
whole thing, you know. And I was so downbeated. Only we was believing that the Germans 
and the French would fight them. How they went over the [unclear]. They was in a very 
good mood and they was singing their songs. Nobody bothered me. There was no more 
Jews in that. I was the only person a Jew. I couldn’t recognize who is a Jew. 

And I come to my Kalisz station back. Imagine my this? I was away two weeks. 
And I was back in Kalisz. I was back in Kalisz. I was back in Germany. I come back at 
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night. There was a Politzeistunde [curfew] there. I was sitting in the station, waiting in the 
morning. And I went back to my home through a way, through a different way, you know, 
with the outskirts. Because I didn’t know how this, I didn’t have mine... 

HR: Paper and your band. 
HS: My paper and my band. And I didn’t want to wear it either. So I went to the 

side through the park. And with the Polish streets, [unclear] and with the other thing. And 
I was like a Polish man. And I was pretty dirty. One thing was, we know in my heart I 
didn’t know if my parents are still there, or if the street was in aus idel [phonetic]. Because 
when I left, and I ran away, there was already a half a city taken away. Street by street they 
was taken away to the Halle, to the market, and to that concentration camp and sent away 
to Lublin. And imagine, and imagine, in the morning, 7:00, I come to my home. I come to 
the back yard. I go to the second floor and knock at the door. They opened, and imagine 
what this was [crying], when I come back. They know that, they know from the Judenrat 
that everybody was dead. 

HR: Who did you find? Mother? Father? 
HS: I find everybody... 
HR: Everybody. 
HS: Sitting on packages, sitting, waiting on packages, with the arm bands. That 

street, our street wasn’t taken yet. My mother collapsed. My grandmother, you know, my 
grandmother start to yell, “I told you that he is not dead!” [pause] Well... 

HR: Your brother? The one that... 
HS: I have two brothers. 
HR: The one that was with you in the Judenrat? 
HS: He wasn’t dead. He was sick. 
HR: He got back to the house. 
HS: Sure. My brother Nathan. 
HR: And the little brother? 
HS: My lit-, my Nathan, he want to, yeah, he was still sick from that time, from 

Moravine. It’s only two weeks, you know. He was in bed. And my smaller brother, 
everybody was there. Now I tried to calm them down. And I say, “Li-,” and I tried to, well 
you know, they couldn’t believe me what I told them. They didn’t believe that I, they was 
sure that I, something happened to me that I am crazy, that I wasn’t in Russia. I say, they 
asked me, “Where do you come?” I say, “I am come from Russia.” They couldn’t believe 
it. They didn’t believe me. I say, “Or they are crazy or I am crazy.” It took me time to 
convince them that time. I start to believe that I am start to be crazy because nobody want 
to believe me. Over there, they no want to believe me, and nobody wants to believe what I 
am talking. I told them that I come back. I was in Russia. And I come back to save them. 
And there is a way to save them. And they shouldn’t be afraid. And not only they should 
be saved, we should now, who we can reach, what kind of people, strange people or friends, 
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we have to say how, what they should do. We can. I calm down. I took a bath. A bath in 
Poland is not so, not a bath in America. I just, a sink with water. Not a sink. 

HR: A basin. 
HS: A basin. You made a little warm water and wash yourself. You washed the 

head with kerosene for the louses. This is a bath in Poland. And I felt clean. I couldn’t eat. 
And I was not a eater. I couldn’t eat. And I start to, after I calmed them down, I calmed 
down my father. And I say, “We can save people. We all can save.” I have to insist the 
courage in them. I didn’t tell them what is dangerous and what is not danger. I say, “It is 
possible to do.” And they tell me, “He is taken away. He is taken away already [unclear]. 
And this family is taken away and this family taken away.” Taken away by streets. And I 
say, “Okay, who is taken away is taken away. Now the Politzeistunde is ended. Let’s go to 
all our friends and tell them what they should do. They shouldn’t go with us. Nobody 
should go, nobody goes with nobody. Everybody goes by himself. Nobody goes in no 
groups. Either I say, you see, we can go together we’re like strange people. We can’t go 
together, because your afraidness is affecting me. My afraidness is affecting you. And 
that’s it. No have to be a German. A Polak will give you out.” A Polak will call a German. 
And we went so first of all to all our neighbors what was still around. The whole street and 
the whole relatives what we still had. And imagine our psychological situation. We went 
to our Aunt Rivkeh what I mention constantly. She say she can’t give us the daughters with 
us. Her Jewishness was still so deep, the knife was already on our throat and she still say 
she can’t let the daughters go in the world by themselves. She say, “You want to take the 
boys, take the boys. I know you want to take the father, take the father. No, the three girls,”-
-three beautiful girls, and they’re twins, you know, and a small girl, ten years--“they will 
go with us.” The father decided he will no leave her. The three boys decided they will go 
with us. What’s mean with us? They will do what we tell them. Not with us. 

And I developed a plan. I made a short that I shouldn’t talk to everybody. “This is 
how you go to the railroad, take off your band, buy a ticket, sit down, go to Lodz, Warsaw. 
Go the whole this and go. And when you come to Malkinia, don’t listen to Germans. Don’t 
go to the right. If he ask you just go straight where every Polak is going.” And this I tried 
to spread around the idea. And how many people I reach, friends, and not friends, strange 
Jewish people, I told them this. It wasn’t so smooth how I am talking. In that day our street 
was almost, our street have to start to be evacuated. And the Polaks, you know, the hyenas 
start to come to steal our furniture, our things. And that whole thing and the whole 
preparation of going away, they’re coming up, said, “I want to buy that closet.” They didn’t 
mean to buy the closet. Just they mean to just look around. And I say, and I told them, “I 
don’t want to start a fight.” 
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Tape seven, side two: 
 
HS: …neighbors, and all our relatives. I can say that we saved a few thousand 

of people. There are still people around in the United States and in Israel and Poland what 
I was saved. I no want to be saved by me. They was saved by God. And we had a chance, 
they need only that thing, you know, that, to know, “Go this way. Nobody,” I explained 
that, “nobody is guaranteed that you will succeed. No, you will try. And it’s possible.” I 
say, “There are hundreds of thousands of people,” I say, especially make them bigger, 
“running. After Lodz,” I say, “you see trains of Jews going to Russia. And you’ll come,” I 
say, “to Bialystok you have Jewish signs.” You see I want to give them that courage, that 
movement that they should go. And I the Shiveks, the Shivek was, the family was still, 
yeah, I was, I visit them. Their father was too home. That go-, that... 

HR: That blacksmith. 
HS: Yes. And I told him, “I don’t know if they went. I hear something about 

that. I hear that they are alive.” No, if they utilized this I don’t know. If they utilized our 
way, I don’t know. So I explained to everybody, to who I could. I either went to that rynek, 
to that market, when people was already arrested. This wasn’t a formal arrest. You can 
move in, out [unclear], only they know already. If you arrest a family, children, this was 
our eternal tragedy. Young people could save themself but didn’t want to run away from 
the parents. They stick with the parents and the parents with the children. So if the Germans 
took a family they know the children will no run away. And I went even over there. I took 
out one, our family, a very poor, what we, Stockman, what we helped them so much during, 
before. They was so poor that you can’t understand this. He was a glazier. You know 
what’s a glazier? 

HR: A private shop. 
HS: Not a shop. He had a... 
HR: A private [unclear]. No? 
HS: No, the shop was on his back. 
HR: Oh. 
HS: He was going with a piece of glass to the villages, making windows. And 

every Monday he was coming to us, borrowing two zlotys, taking two zlotys from my 
father, buying that piece of glass, and Friday giving back the two zlotys. And the difference, 
from the difference they make a living. His children was coming, we tried to help them, 
was coming to eat meals by us. You know? I know they was very ashamed. I couldn’t 
understand they was so ashamed always, you know, that they have to do this. So I find 
them on the rynek. And I took, I say, “Come out from that rynek.” They was this you, I say, 
“You have nothing there. You have no clothing. Forget about this.” I took them to our 
house. Their house was already German, right? And to other friends, and to other relatives, 
and other and other. Who we could, we just told them what they have to do. And they did. 
If you see people from Kalisz saved, in some way is our connection. Some way. Or just the 
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idea. Or just through a other person, some way. This was like, we give the initial push that 
the ball start rolling. Because we were so far away, so deep in Germany that it was 
psychologically hard to imagine that you can run. 

Okay? Now, again we come to the grandmother. What we do with the grandmother? 
I say the grandmother can come with us. I say, why, I figure she will die. Okay, she will 
die. People are dying. She couldn’t make it.” 

HR: It’s better to go than stay... 
HS: Because she was always vomiting. I don’t know what kind was her sickness. 

What she eat, later she start to vomit, a hour or two. Now she was much smarter than we, 
much more decisive. She say, “I’m not going in no place. This is my home. You go, and I 
will wait for you. You will come back. You will have everything.” Eighty years old. And 
one thing, “Watch Moishe.” This was her apples from the eye, Moishe, Moishe, Moishe. 
You know, the small boy, the sick boy. And when we went out, we left her. We left her. 
The last word was saying, “Go, and watch Moishe.” And this was her last word what I 
remember from her. And we went, through the Politzeistunde we went. We went, not all 
together. We went, went already. I... 

HR: How about your mother with the legs? 
HS: She went. 
HR: She went. 
HS: She went. She was so indescribable brave, that there is no, I have no, you 

know, this is a, she is a pure, simple from womanhood, you know? She could eat for weeks 
giving away bread to that small boy. She went down, she was so heavy, she went down in 
Russia to 70 kilo. You know what is 70 kilo? Maybe 90 pounds. She was in Poland maybe 
600 pounds [probably means kilo], from that suffering. But, we will come to that suffering, 
you know. No, she was a symbol of our Jewish women, you know, so brave and so smart 
and so calm and so cool. And you have to tell her only a half a word and she knows already 
the whole lot and going of the sentence, you know. 

And we was, we went to the train. And we took tickets, and we spread ourself out 
too, not in one this. How somebody got saved we no belong no more to each other. I say 
only, “You come to that station, you wait. You come to that station, we wait. We no see 
you, we wait.” We went to the, we went the same way, with tickets. And we come to Lodz. 
And in Lodz they arrest my father and they arrest my brother, Nathan. And I say, “Mother, 
we have to go.” We went to Warsaw. Same way. In Warsaw my mother say, “I am not 
going further. I will wait here for the father. I am not going.” I say, “Okay, mother. This is 
your decision is my decision. We’ll wait.” We were sitting in the main, in that destroyed... 

HR: Railroad station. 
HS: Railroad station, [unclear]. And we wait and they, you know, waiting in 

night. Three days we was waiting, and they come. Because they know we will wait for 
them. And I told her, I, we, I will told her a whole schedule what they will do. “He will 
wait for you. You wait for us. And we wait here, not there nor here.” You see, my father 
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was my problem. He need more guidance. He need more help from the mother. How 
physically strong he was. And he needed guidance. Not only he needed guidance. He 
needed guidance that it should come out that he is doing it. And my mother did it so, and I 
did so. And if he would listen, my last word when he went to, he would be alive maybe. 
He didn’t listen when we, they took him to the Russian Army. I tell him exactly what he 
have to do. He didn’t. And the other brother too. I told them, “Don’t speak Russian. You 
don’t understand the language. You are a Polak. You don’t talk. You no understand.” Do 
you understand my idea?  

HR: Of course. 
HS: “Don’t talk. You’re a strange person. If they took you, oh your bearing is in 

Poland. You are this. No, you don’t know nothing. What kind soldier are you? They will 
do something with you there, put you in a kitchen. They’ll put you to work in a forest.” But 
they were so afraid. And I am not bla-, no, I am too sinful to talk so. Well, okay. 

HR: So you were in the Warsaw... 
HS: In Warsaw, and we wait for... 
HR: And they came. 
HS: And they came. 
HR: And they came. 
HS: And again I listen to wisdom from my mother. And I analyze how right she 

was, that I listen. Because if we went, I don’t know what would happen, if we make her. 
She couldn’t manage. We went to Dworzec Vilinski. And with the same tsuris. We went to 
the, to that, oh, I forgot to tell you, we meet some friends, on the railroad. And he say he 
will take the baggage from us helping us to carry. Now I didn’t have time everything to 
explain. And when we come to Malikinya they start to be, “Jew, Jew, Jew, Jew.” They 
went. And they went with the whole baggage, with everything. And half my friends went. 
How much you tell them, almost my brother went. I just told them, “Put your hat down.” 
A hat, you know what’s a hat is? He have such ski hat. 

HR: A hat. 
HS: “Put down on your eyes.” You understand? Because he was almost ready to 

go. Then he would go, the mother would go. And he was trembling, you know? He was so 
afraid still from that Moravine. The small one he didn’t understand so much. He only want 
to hear singing. He has, with his blinds he is very musical. He could stay hear the German 
soldiers singing on the street and I’m tearing him, “Come home!” “Oh, let me hear how 
they sing, how nice they’re singing,” you know? So we come to there, we make the whole, 
we come to that place, to that neutral pass. You know, it’s already a entirely different story. 
It’s already a Stacheldraht, already a fence, solid fence. No more going through. With a 
regular army. And people, people, you know? A sea of people. And my all wisdom, my 
own knowledge, went to zero. And we was on the pass maybe two weeks. Snow, rain. We 
was laying on the field. We went to a farmer. The father had a gold watch. We took our 
jewelry. We had golden coins, and put buttons, and the buttons [unclear]. And we had the 
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other jewelry and the diamonds we buried them in my house, where we had the cow 
standing. And our silver and a sugar vat. You know a sugar vat? The old silver sugar boxes 
what we had for generations. I, after the war I took it out from there, for show. 

Well here are the Ger-, on the pass, in the neutral pass, we come. No food. My 
mother was a very big woman when we come in over there. We had what we carried with 
us, she give away to old friends. We was expecting, to mine instructions that we will soon 
go over, right? So, she can’t see a hungry person. That woman, we was saving hundreds of 
people in Russia, cooking for them. Oy. She’s a saint. She was a saint to me, my mother 
[unclear]. And we have no bread. We have no nothing. And we went to a farmer. I took off 
my, Papa took out the watch. You know it was a golden watch 50 years ago--you can buy 
a house. He say, “Why I should give you bread for the watch? You tuputochnish [phonetic] 
you will die.” Not die. Worse than die. “You will drop dead and I will take the watch so 
and so.” Mine younger brother start to get swollen, the youngest. I don’t know why. The 
legs started to get swollen that we have to cut of the... 

HR: Pants. 
HS: The pants. I don’t know why, the knees start to get so swollen. And there is 

no way. People are dying. Children are dying. And the Russians don’t let you through. One 
night start to be a big horror, the Russians running away. And you feel you’re safe there--
everything moves back. You know, people start to run after the Russians. We was afraid 
to be by the Germans. 

HR: You mean the Russians... 
HS: At the border. 
HR: That were guarding the border started to run? 
HS: They start to go back. 
HR: Back. 
HS: What happened? It happened they moved the border. Their, by the 

agreement they straighten out the border. The Russian retreated a six, eight miles. We 
didn’t know this. How do we know? What do we know? We was animals. We didn’t know 
these things. Because was maybe a half a million people. You know what means a half a 
million people on muddy fields? So we start to run after them, after the Russians. And you 
hear when running, and thousands peoples are yelling, “Moishe! Lymie! Shlomie!” 
Because everything got mixed up. You don’t know where you had the people, your 
relatives, your family, your father, mother, your aunt. I was always close to the mother. 
And my sister was close to the father. My sister is very brave, very. So, we lost the father. 
We lost one brother. We find them again. And we come to the new border, six miles. They 
just moved back the border. And we continued to go. They stopped us and we continued 
to go. They come with horses, with Slotikozaks [phonetic]. And we no want to stop. They 
say, “Davay nazad! Davay nazad!” How can you stop hundreds of thousands of people? 
Only with machine guns, right? And we lay down on the ground, and we start to yell so 
much that the horses start to be afraid. They went down on the two legs and they turned 
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around, you know? And we see come maybe, here comes a Commissar. And he started to 
have a speech, in Russian. And nobody understand later there was somebody Polish. That, 
“A delegation went to Moscow and Stalin is deciding that you should wait,” and, “we will 
go with trains.” And we didn’t move. We lie on the floor and went to a Russian officer, a 
Jew, and he say, “Louf nicht, don’t go back.” A Jew. “Don’t go back,” he said, to us. 

HR: Don’t go back to Germany. 
HS: Right. 
HR: Stay there. 
HS: “Don’t listen what the man is staying. Don’t go back,” he said. A Jewish 

man. And we was laying in the Russian territory, was plenty people. At night that man 
come with soldiers, and he take people with us. “Come,” he said. 

HR: The Jewish man? 
HS: Correct! And he took a group of people, including us. And, we go. He let 

us in in the forest and go. And we come to Zarembi Koshchelne. What happened with the 
other people I don’t know. Probably they let them go. They didn’t send them back. Do you 
understand that paradox? 

HR: Mmm hmm. 
HS: Just at night, when it was at night, we run after them. He say, “Don’t go 

back.” You see a Jewish soul is a Jewish soul. He say, “Don’t listen to them and don’t go 
back.” And later here comes a few soldiers. 

HR: He took you. 
HS: They didn’t take us. 
HR: But, let you go through. 
HS: “Go,” he said. And we went. And I understand already what he is talking, 

because I had a similar experience with that young Russian soldier the first time. He 
couldn’t make it, they say, “Go.” These are not Germans, you see. They have a soul. 
They’re not always listening whatever their superiors are talking, and especially a Jewish 
man. Yeah. And we went to Bialystok. And we went to that, went through the whole 
[unclear]. We went to the synagogue. And we, I want to dry out our, we was wet here. You 
know, we had something to cover from that field. I burn this, didn’t try to, and we say we 
can’t save it. I say, “We will die over there, because it will be a epidemic.” This is, you 
can’t, I can’t describe. No toilets. No nothing. You can’t it’s impossible, you know? So we 
have to go out, who knows where to go? I say, “Let’s go to Kovel.” I say, “Kovel have less 
people.”  

HR: Are you saying Kovno? 
HS: Kovel. 
HR: Oh Kovel. 
HS: Not Kovno. Kovno is Kaunas, is Latvia. 
HR: Kovno is in... 
HS: Is Latvia. 
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HR: Oh, Latvia. 
HS: Kovel. 
HR: Kovel. 
HS: Kovel. And near Lutsk, and near Rovno, not far from Sarne. 
HR: How about Berdichev? 
HS: No, that isn’t. 
HR: It’s near... 
HS: Yeah, this is in... 
HR: Also Lublin? 
HS: This is in Ukrainia. 
HR: The Ukraine. 
HS: This is already deeper. I’m still talking about towns what was belonging to 

Poland. 
HR: Poland. So it’s perfect for you, right? 
HS: Yeah. And Sarne was the Polish-Russian border before. And I say, “Let’s 

go to Kovel. It’s less people over there. That Sturmann is there and maybe he can arrange 
something.” And we decided, my mother was very sick. She was spitting with blood, very 
sick. She had a high temperature. And I had no, a person was like a fly. You say a person 
will die, a person will die. It was no concern to nobody, absolutely no concern. It was, the 
dimension from our horror was so deep that a person, I told you, we no belonged to 
ourselves. A person doesn’t mean nothing. So, we went through Brest, and to Kovel, the 
same thing. I forgot already about Baranovich. This is already fantasy. And we went to 
Kovel, and I went to him. I say, “Listen, I have my family. What can you help me?” I say, 
“She is very sick.” He say, “I can help you nothing. Just go to,” and he say, “go.” He gave 
me a address. “And say you have a very sick mother. Oh, they will take you to the hospital 
and give you something.” And I went over there. I don’t know what it is, was a committee 
something. And they give us, in the city prison, a cell, to live. Do you believe the paradox? 

HR: Was the prisoner there, still in the cell? 
HS: Komorova, on Komorova Street Dreitsen. The prisoner, right, that cell 

wasn’t ours. Was you know what is naris [cot] how you sleep? 
HR: On those beds. 
HS: Yeah. We was, and they was over there. And we can’t go out. We can’t… 
HR: Were the prisoners there? 
HS: No. This was a city jail. 
HR: Yeah. 
HS: Off the Komorova Street. Well, so, I have already where mine, to put away 

my mother, you know? So, we start to move around and see. Then I start to look for a job, 
to work by the Russians. 

HR: And this is in Kovel? 
HS: Kovel. 
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HR: Kovel now, okay. 
HS: Kovel. Comes a idea to my sister, and my sister said she will go back to 

save the grandmother. Who should we be to say no? Who will take? I say, “You can go, 
because everything is Judenrein already.” They can right away say if, even if a Jude can 
right away say or, they can see how you are a Jew or not a Jew. But a girl they can see 
nothing, right? She is a very smart, this one. And to tell you the truth, to my shame, I didn’t 
feel so to go back. And I was so already knocked out. And I shouldn’t let her go either. 
Now, who will, who should say no? Who can play God? 

HR: So... 
HS: So... 
HR: Was this your mother’s mother? 
HS: Yes. 
HR: Yes. And... 
HS: Now she was so, yeah, my mother’s mother. My father’s mother, thanks 

God died a normal death, you know. You see, we was in the time already the Germans was 
in Kalisz we was so envy to a person what died normally. And we take them to the 
cemetery. 

HR: To the cemetery and bury them. 
HS: That’s right, you know? Well you envy, real envy. You see, and my sister 

decided to go back. And she took a few girls. 
HR: She must have been an extraordinary girl. 
HS: So she went back. And we didn’t hear from her maybe two months. Can 

you imagine my mother? And nobody want to say, “No.” You know she’s 99%, you know, 
that nothing can come out. Now who should be the person should say, “No,” during this 
time? We couldn’t. Who can? It can’t be this. So, in that Kovel, you know, I was working 
for Russians, with the Russian Army, a day’s work, carrying for the horses this and that, 
you know? And I saw that is such a bluff, such a farce, such a distortion of the truth. 

HR: The Communism? 
HS: Right, that whole Russian system. That’s such a terrible life. And global 

mashtab what you see everything is not true. They say they are rich and they was lousy. A 
officer can come in to you on the street, “That’s a nice coat. How much you want for that 
coat? They are good shoes. How much you want?” A officer! Do you understand? Buying 
and selling, this was so amazing for us what kind army, what kind of this, who have to buy, 
why you have to buy from the street. And you no could buy nothing for money. Or you 
want to buy something well you have to give a shirt to get this. In the stores you couldn’t 
buy nothing. And you get the soup and it was a kitchen, soup kitchen for byezhinitzes. 

Okay, we accept this everything. I accept that system what we should do. And I 
saw the farce, saw the lie. They’re talking about freedom. Well it’s not freedom. They’re 
talking about hate, everything what is not everything. They’re talking that the Germans are 
people when they’re not people. I saw a German commission come in, something, in Kovel, 
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you know? And we made a demonstration after them, just running after them, yelling. We 
see the police come. They want to arrest us. Do you understand? Later come a man who 
saw us and there was still plenty of people what want to go back to Kalisz, want to go back. 
They didn’t want to stay with the Russians. I tried to explain it, you know what this is? 
Here, okay, I accept this is no good and this and this. 

HR: But you’re alive. 
HS: “Well nobody is good,” I say. “Nobody had better. This what is but we’re 

alive.” And they’re no running, they’re no telling that a Jew, that he does to that. He want 
to... 

HR: And they still were insisting... 
HS: And people went back. My friend went back. 
HR: Well why? What did they think? 
HS: Came back to the family. He went back. He didn’t want to work. You see... 
HR: But by this time they knew that they were being... 
HS: No, this is what I am talking. There are people, passive people they can’t 

overcome theirselves. I developed a theory I should be able to work the best from 
everybody. Nobody can overwork me. Nobody can overtire me. Nobody can overhunger 
me. Until now I have that system. I can work 40 hours. Who can work more than me? I can 
work more than everybody. I can suffer more than everybody. And I have it this in my 
head. Still now. I work now 18 hours, doesn’t bother me. I develop a system I can overwork 
a German. I can overwork a Russian. I can over, I work over everybody. I develop a 
discipline in me. They was laughing that we can’t work. Either I saw by the Russians that 
I was working carrying for the horses. I never was carrying such bags with the oat. Oat? 

HR: Oats. 
HS: Oats. They was laughing. I say, “The hell you will laugh at me.” And I was 

doing better than they more, because I will do it. And what, if you make up a decision you 
will do it. It’s not so hard. It’s only that afraidness to go in in that process. The hunger is 
not so terrible if you’re not afraid of it. In the beginning, the first day, is terrible. Later 
you’re getting used. Well, I’m talking about that I was enough healthy. I had enough maybe 
fat I can be a week without food. No is much more you’re mentally resistant that you’re 
physically weakness. I was working on a ship in Russia. And we will come. They was 
laughing from us. I say, “The hell, I will do better than you!” And I was the best. I was 
cutting trees better than the Russians. Yes, still now I can do better. Yes! I say, I had 
operation, all of that cancer business. After four hours I say to the doctor, “I want to go 
down.” He said, “Wait, wait, wait.” 

HR: Well where did you have, what kind of cancer? 
HS: In colon. 
HR: And you... 
HS: Four hours after... 
HR: [unclear]... 
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HS: ...the operation I say, “I have to go down to stay on my legs.” He say, “It’s 
impossible.” I say, “You let me.” 

HR: Oh. 
HS: And I would, “I just have to stay,” I said. And I stayed. I get my whole 

chemotherapy two-and-a-half years I didn’t miss a day work, in my store. My daughter 
was coming and giving me the needle and I went back to work. 

HR: Oh, and you didn’t have any symptoms? 
HS: I have. When I was vomiting, I stay home. I was getting pills. I was getting 

needles. I was very nauseous. I lost the nails. I have no teeth. 
HR: From the chemotherapy? 
HS: Sure. My all nails was fall out, they come back. 
HR: And your hair? 
HS: The hair start then no. I didn’t have trouble. So what I want to tell you? I 

was getting my whole chemotherapy in the store. I see, you know... 
HR: And you, well you were... 
HS: I was working. 
HR: Vomiting, when you were vomiting it only lasted... 
HS: No. 
HR: A day or... 
HS: A day. And I was getting pills once a month. Now this was pure--it’s easy 

to die. I was vomiting... 
HR: That was the chemotherapy once a month? 
HS: Yes. 
HR: That’s all? 
HS: No. A week needles. 
HR: Right. 
HS: One pills. One week in a month, needles. Later they have to wait the red 

cells should come back. Now the blood is [unclear]. No, once a month that pills. Now after 
that pills you have to vomit 24 hours, every two minutes, either you have nothing inside. 
So, I was vomiting in my home. No sooner I finish the vomiting I went to bed. I was very 
weak. I couldn’t stay and I say, “I will stay.” And I overcome it. You can. The death is 
afraid of you if you look at it back. Oh yeah, definitely. So, let’s continue [unclear]. Oh, 
I’m afraid it’s too late, no? Are you still, how much you have? 

HR: What time is it? Not much. 
HS: Yeah. Okay. So, we was in Kovel. And started to be troubles in time in 

Kovel in this time. 
HR: Meantime your sister left. 
HS: Yeah. And this was always gnawing us, in our back, you know? We wasn’t 

talking about this. 
HR: That she left. 
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HS: That she is not back. 
HR: Two months it was. 
HS: Two months. And my mother, you know, my mother is so brave. I’m telling 

you she was. And I see how this is eating her up. And I say, “Well, you know, it’s [unclear]. 
We have to stay maybe this and maybe this and maybe that.” And I know it’s trouble, no 
matter what can you do? And there started to be trouble in Kovel. They forced you to 
registration, and they force you to go to deep Russia. I wasn’t against the idea of deep 
Russia if the sister would be there. 

HR: Yeah. 
HS: And they come with a other idea that they’re forming a cartel, a cooperative, 

a butcher cooperative, that my father can be a member. And it was such a co-op. And we 
will be citizens, you know, and the whole story. I wasn’t too hot on that idea, you know? I 
didn’t like that idea, because I was afraid of the Russians. That co-op business, they, later 
they can say that you are a rich man and this, you know? I saw already what is smell with 
them. And it’s a matter of a person come to say like the, by the Germans say, “Jude.” They 
will take you, and they will say- 
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Tape eight, side one: 
 
HS: …a member not from the, from the proletariat, and they can arrest you and 

send you away to Russia like they was sending away many people. This was one reason 
why we didn’t intend to go through with that idea. You see, with [tape off then on] we was, 
how they say the refugees, the byezhinitzes. We was like an insulated group of people in 
that town of Kovel. We wasn’t accepted in the general population. We was cooking our 
own sausage. We had, we hear all kind of rumors that is a possibility to go to Vilna. And 
Vilna was in that time still independent, not overtaken officially to Russia, just occupied 
by Russia. And through Vilna, through Riga, you could maybe go to United States or to 
Israel. Or, we could go to escape to Romania and from there to the southern part, through 
the Balkans to Israel. This wasn’t fitting to our situation, because my mother was very sick. 
And second, our sister wasn’t with us around. So, we just was tossing that idea about how 
to continue our life, and only waiting that our sister would come back. How I say that we 
registered to go to Russia, in place not to be forcibly deported. And we only postponed that 
going to Russia until our sister come back. And, how I say the Jewish population didn’t 
accept us with open arms like we in our time with... 

HR: Can I interrupt one minute, Mr. Skorr? 
HS: Yes. 
HR: At this point you’re in... 
HS: Kovel. 
HR: In Kovel. 
HS: Kovel. 
HR: Kovel, which is in? 
HS: Kovel is Poland, now belongs to the western Ukraina. 
HR: Ah, so this is why you’re talking about going into Russia. Really at that 

point we’re not... 
HS: This wasn’t yet Russia. 
HR: It wasn’t yet Russia. 
HS: This was, the Russians was calling it western Ukraina, but Poland took it in 

1918 where they make the pact. They took it away from the Russians. And they claim this 
belonged to them, and they took it over. And they divided Poland between the German 
square and the Russian square. So when we ran away we was in that part. 

HR: In the Ukraine. 
HS: Right. Or living, being over there in Kovel, the Russians demanded that the 

byezhinitzes, the refugees, or they’re registered to go to deep Russia because they accept 
us like a not secure element. They are always saying, you know, always crazy about 
security. They say that we are potential German spies and not a secure element. We can go 
back and forth. And they want to secure this border, so they forced people to go to deep 
Russia, or voluntary, the signing. Or they arrest you, they come at night with the NKVD 
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you surrender where you are. And they put you on echelons and they send you to deep 
Russia, to Siberia or to Komi A.S.S.R. and to other. And when you go voluntarily when 
you register, you have choices. You have a choice, you can go to Donbass to dig coal. You 
can go to the forest to cut trees. Or you can go to Ural Mountains to work in the industry. 
And they put up a whole propaganda theme, showing how good it is over there, how the 
life is beautiful, how you will make a kalieri [phonetic]. You will be a tractorist. And for 
us primitive people what wasn’t exposed to such idea, just to hear you will be a tractorist 
or you will work in a forest was very exotic and very desirable. And I have to admit they 
was very big liars. They used, they was unscrupulous lies. They could say to us, when we 
went to register, we choose to go to the forest. Why? We figured, they say that you no have 
to live in the forest. You will live in a near small town or in a village, and with a train you 
will go every day to the forest, at night go back. And everything in glowing pictures, with 
clubs, and the air is fresh, and the food is good. And we choose Belobozhnitsa Oblast. And 
we see over there in, plenty of butter. And we know our mother is sick, you know. She was 
spitting already blood. And being in Kovel, you know, I don’t know the reason what and 
how. So we choose this. And it was a extreme lie. To Belobozhnitsa Oblast is a extreme to 
north. And this is only that they’re sending away people. And the life is so primitive, like 
two, three hundred years ago in Poland. I just want to show how the way of advertising. 
And they say that they will send us in nice, comfortable Pullman trains. They give us a 
Pullman train only to the Russian border, to Gusinaya. And later when we changed to the 
wide Russian railroad--the Russian railroad is wider than the European railroad--they put 
us in cattle trains and very, very primitive conditions. I will come back to this later. 

So, how I say we wasn’t too much accepted in the, by the local population. Not so 
warm. I believe that they, this is a reason that they was already disoriented with the Russian 
occupation. Their all social organizations or their political or Zionist organizations went in 
underground and wasn’t who should organize to give us a hand or to give us a sympathetic 
ear. They probably was afraid to under Russians because if somebody was a little more 
rich you right away was explicated from his property, from his factory. So they was very, 
very cool to us. I remember when we was living, how I say, in the beginning, in the city 
jail, on Komarova 13, come a carpenter, Mr. Shmulik, with his son. And they’re looking 
for workers. So I told him that I know a little about carpentry. And he hired me to work in 
a Russian Garnizone making barns where you put on that oats for the horses. I didn’t know 
that very well that kind of work because it was a very rugged simple what I was, I know to 
make furniture. Now I adjust myself. What I want bring out? I get in touch over there with 
the Russian people, and the other young carpenters what was freed from Kartuskaya 
Bereza. They was former Communists. They was freed from Kartuskaya Bereza. And they 
come to us to visit us in that cell where we was living, on the Komarova Street, with boys 
and girls. And the boys and girls brought in the Russian soldiers. In the evening it was very 
nice discussions and we hear how they sing Russian songs. We didn’t know Russian, 
maybe only a few words Russian. Because the alphabet is entire different like the Latin 
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alphabet. Now the words are a little similar. Let’s see in Polish they say, “Shilet.” In 
Russian they say, “Shiliet.” In Polish they say, “Molokov.” In Russian they say, “Molokov.” 
In Polish you say, “Maslo.” In Russian you say, “Maslo.” So these words was a little... 

HR: Familiar. 
HS: Familiar for our ear. And I was very always involved with reading. I satisfy 

my hunger for reading with the Jewish, was a Jewish newspaper and there was too Polish 
news. And I started to tackle a little the Russian language. You know, it was too much for 
me. And what I want to say, the Russian soldiers was constantly bragging how good in 
Russia is, how rich they are, how the factories they are, what they have. So, we was asking 
this, “Why are they buying so much stuff by the people on the street?” And this was such 
a friendly dialogue. “If they’re so good in Russia, why are they buying our shoes and our 
everything? Why is no bread and sugar in the line?” And I, once a Russian soldier stole 
from us the light bulb in that cell where we was living and we have to sleep at night without 
light. And my mother have to, you know, being sick you’re and sleeping always on the 
naris, I have to get a light bulb. And you couldn’t get. To get a light bulb is like to get a 
diamond in United States. It was impossible to get. So I went in to a big mill, how do they 
call it where they make flour? 

HR: Mill. 
HS: In a mill, and I saw a light bulb. And I ask him that person if I can buy by 

him. He say, “You can’t buy that light bulb. There is no light bulb. No, you can steal the 
light bulb. I will turn away. This is, I am just only working.” I explain him our situation, 
that we live in this. “We have no a light bulb and my mother at night have to go out and 
it’s terrible.” He say, “I will turn around. You steal the light bulb and go out.” And this 
what I did! This I just want to give a example from the, how the life was. 

The police--I was always going to the railroad, and then hoped to find maybe my 
sister is coming back. I was every day going and expecting when comes the train from 
Brest, from Bialystok, waiting for my sister. Because there was no communication and was 
no where to ask and no where to find out is she alive and she’s not alive. This was always 
in our minds. And I saw that my mother was crying at night, thinking what’s happened to 
our sister. And I was blaming myself very bad that I permit to let her go and that I permit 
only to develop that idea from going. Only I couldn’t stop her to say she goes to save people 
or not. Going to that railroad, it was a entire different world over there. You see the Russian 
officers sitting in the restaurant, the Kalmyki14 in the rest-, were plenty of the Mongolian 
soldiers. And the first time I seen they’re drinking tea with butter. They put in the tea with 
butter. And it was such a extreme different world for me that in not to take in account my 
deep troubles, I was very deep involved in observing that new, exciting, exotic world what 
was developing for us. I saw that they make a New Year’s tree. And I was sure that the 

14Ethnic group in Russia 
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Russian, they are against the religion, they will no make the New Year’s tree. Only they 
call the tree different. They call the Saint Nikolai... 

HR: Oh you mean a Christmas tree. 
HS: A Christmas tree. They call the, not Saint Nikolai. They call him Ded 

Moroz, the Uncle Frost. And I saw over there the Ukrainian militia walking around the 
farmer boys, walking around with the red bands and with the murder in their eyes. And I 
compare them very well to the German Volksdeutschen which was too from the whole 
thing, from the local population, going around with their guns and have a [unclear]. They 
burn, they have a Swastika. Now one thing they have both in common. They both have 
murder in their eyes. I saw very well that they both are capable to kill Jews. They had that, 
when I watched the Ukrainian boys, they had that terrible glint in their eyes, where you can 
see the hate. Only by the official Russian propaganda they couldn’t do nothing against the 
Jews. Jews, we’re supposed to be equal people. 

So going around in our troubles, we start to be cold. We was living only what I was 
working sometimes. My father, I took some by my father to work in the Russian Garnizone, 
carrying loads and unloading sugar or oats, everything what have to be. And we was 
constantly, our daily schedule was going to the railroad waiting for our sister. And comes 
that horrible day that we have to go. They didn’t want to postpone more our departure. And 
that Verkhovodnik means that man what is taking in the people and saying, “Are you going 
today? Tonight with the echelon?” Or, there is a potential we would be arrested. And 
imagine our heart. [pause] 

HR: You still feel it very strongly. 
HS: Yeah. 
HR: You still feel it. 
HS: And especially my mother, you know. I was constantly watching her how 

she is, you know, how she is like a light going dimmer and dimmer. And with our heart we 
have to register. And I went with my father to a railroad station to take our documents and 
take the money. Because every person was given 150 rubles for traveling expenses. And 
we was getting the temporary Russian identifications, like passport. In Russia you can do 
nothing without a document. In Russia you can’t go on a train without a document. You 
can’t live in a house without a document. You can’t sleep over to the, or you go to a 
neighbor to stay 24 hours, you have to be registered in the police. So they give us such 
temporary cards that we can live in one place where we was sent. 

We was sent to Belobozhnitsa Oblast. That name was very vague. Nothing, it 
doesn’t mean nothing for us. This just was a name and we intend to go. And imagine our 
second big miracle, being on the railroad station, we met our sister! Our sister was in the 
train. Now she couldn’t walk. She had frozen the legs. So two people carry her down. And 
that accommodation, that noise for carrying down put our--it was not a usual thing, carrying 
down a person from the train--maked us to go closer. And imagine, this was our sister. 

HR: Oh, you didn’t know who it was but it was such a... 
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HS: Correct. 
HR: …strange thing that you went to see. 
HS: Because it was... 
HR: She was in a train coming in to the city. 
HS: To Kovel. 
HR: Into Kovel. 
HS: Right. 
HR: And you were going to leave. 
HS: In not to leave yet. We was taking the documents in that time. 
HR: Oh. 
HS: Not to leave yet. 
HR: But you went down to the railroad station... 
HS: The railroad station was the office from that office where we get the 

documents... 
HR: I see. 
HS: …to go to Russia. 
HR: So it just happened that you were there when she came. 
HS: And I was going constantly. Every day, let’s see, I know 8:00 is a train 

coming from Brest and from Bialystok. And this was my daily occurrence. And I was 
meeting other friends. And other friends was telling me horrible things. One saw what came 
in Lodz. One saw a shot in Bialystok. All kind of things was talking. And I keeped this 
everything by myself. I didn’t tell this to... 

HR: Who was at the railroad station with you? 
HS: The father. 
HR: Oh. 
HS: We have to go to take the documents. 
HR: Just you and your father. 
HS: Right. The mother was sick. 
HR: And you see this person coming off the train. 
HS: And she didn’t come off from the train. 
HR: They carried her. 
HS: They carried her down from the train. She had frozen the knees when she 

was crawling on the river, the Bug River under the wires, smuggling in the border. You 
know, the border was hermetically closed. You couldn’t go. Closed. They were shooting 
on sight. And she was arrested. She explain this when the Russian took her in, and they 
arrest her. Only she explained that she ran away from the Germans and that she had family 
in Kovel. And she give the Komorovo Street and everything. So, they let her be with them 
to make her a bandage on the legs. And they let her go to Kovel. In that turmoil by going 
by the train and being by the train, everything, thieves cut off the pocket from my father 
and stole the whole money. [unclear] They just went, this was their profession. And where 
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they saw a big amount of people they were doing their job. And when we [unclear] I said, 
“Papa what do you have for a cut? They cut off with a knife and they took out, you know? 
So, that problem was that we didn’t have the 150 rubles per person. They stole this. 

In that time we right away registered my sister on the railroad station. That man 
know already our case, and he was very sympathetic. And he give her right away a 
document. And he give her $150. And she, and with that $150 we went to Russia. Imagine 
we carry her to our mother, to Komorovo Street. And you can imagine what was happening. 
This was that big miracle, a tremendous miracle. And it was, in our eyes was too a sign of 
God. And she explain us the horrible news that when she come to Kalisz--she went the 
whole procedure--she come to Kalisz, she come to our house, was no more Jews. And the 
super tell her that they come, the Gestapo, took away the grandmother to the Jewish old 
age home on Stabashinska Street. Because we had a Jewish old age home. And he told her, 
“Don’t come back to the house because I will arrest you.” He was afraid that, he took our 
furniture. He stole everything. She told him, “Give me a few sacks or something, you 
know?” He say, “Oh, you’re not going away? I call right away the Gestapo.” And he is 
supposed to be, he was our friend. We was feeding him always, you know? Constantly. He 
was working by us. He was attending our cows. We had a stable over there with cows what 
we was feeding. Now this is a normal occurrence. We had nothing what to be surprised. 
And my sister went to that old age home. And the old age home was already emptied. The 
all old people was taken to the camp Chelmno, near Poznan. This was the first camp where 
they was exterminating, gassing people. 

So my sister find two more families in Kalisz what was living illegal. And she 
smuggled them out to Lodz. And they didn’t intend to go to Russia. They was very good 
people. Their name was Poldonsky. They had a small factory from kosher salamis. And 
she give her for smuggling her out, she told her she smuggle out her jewelry and everything. 
For this she will pay us some money. And with that money she was able to travel on the 
train and to continue to, coming back to Kovel. She didn’t come alone. She come with 
other people, with other three, four girls I believe. She organized and helped them go 
through to the border. But they was left in Bialystok. So, still we celebrate and we cried. 
And we prepared ourselves to go to Russia. Our mood was very bad because we have no 
absolutely money. We, I believe we sold something. My sister, I believe she brought some 
stockings, some how do you call the good stockings in that time? 

HR: Silk stockings. 
HS: Silk stockings, right. And we sold these on the market. And I being a little 

a carpenter I make a special... 
HR: [unclear]. 
HS: Like a... 
HR: Display? 
HS: A sunduk, no, where we can put in everything what we have. 
HR: Oh, like a trunk or... 
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HS: Correct, correct, like a trunk. And with such a sunduk. And this was, that 
sunduk was a bed, for sleeping for us a long time in Russia. And we come with, we carry 
this on a sleigh to the railroad station. And my mother was sitting on that, and my sister 
because she couldn’t walk well. And I remind myself for carrying them on the sleigh that 
I was carrying my mother in that carriage when I ran away the first. And I have always 
analogies, you know, to make how history is repeating ourselves. No, I figure, thanks to 
God, I always praise God that we are not in a physical danger. Probably we’re coming in 
for physical hardship, because we didn’t, we know and we felt in our bones that Russia is 
not a paradise, that Russia is a very hard piece of bread. And we closed, I really closed my 
eyes to see the bad things about Russia, and try by myself to explain myself: Well, if this 
is what it is, then it’s okay, still okay. I saw that big lie of the propaganda. And right away, 
and they had their baby lie. They’re saying they’re so good and they’re so strong, they’re 
so rich. And I right away saw how poor they are, how nothing, how they’re robbing a city 
right away everything clear, nothing what to sell. And in the same thing the propaganda 
goes around they have so much everything and they are so strong and so invincible. I look 
on their horses. And from ten Russian horses to make maybe one German horse. I look on 
their tanks. I look on the clothing. I look at the soldiers. I say, “Is so such a big difference.” 
And I closed my eyes on this. I just tried to say, “It’s good.” And like to everybody say, 
“It’s good. Don’t look on the negative side. Look on the positive.” Because many people 
registered and go to go back. And many people went back, knowing they’re going to death. 
They couldn’t overcome themselves. And they was afraid of the difficulty. I had terrible 
discussions with people, friendly discussions, wild discussions, fighting. “Where are you 
going?” If you tell them that you go to save somebody, “Go.” Now if you go just to make 
easier your life, you’re doing a crime to yourself and you’re doing a crime to the Jewish 
people. And the Russian was with the whole propaganda with their songs. They have such 
beautiful war songs, Yesli Zavtra Voyna. This means they have a song what was very 
modern they sing. “Yesli zavtra voyna Yesli zavtra vapolchod Yesli tyomnaya ila 
Nagrianet.” This means, “If tomorrow is war, if somebody comes in against the Russians, 
we will crush them to pieces.” And we saw how they crushed them later, how they was in 
one day everything falls apart. And I remember these songs, “Katyushah,” and “ Tri 
tankista,” and it was blaring, the radio, the propaganda was blaring day and night on the 
streets while it’s already, the Russians style--we didn’t know this. The radio on the street 
was blaring day and night. What in that with this we went to the railroad, to our echelon 
what the men promised, nice Pulanot, Pulmanovski Vagoni.  

HR: Now this included you and your sister... 
HS: It included... 
HR: And your brother? 
HS: Two brothers. 
HR: Your two brothers. 
HS: Two brothers. 
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HR: Because your other brother... 
HS: No, I have two brothers. Everybody come with me. 
HR: Everybody came with you. 
HS: Right. The brother what was with me in Malkinya and in that camp... 
HR: And you sent him out from the station... 
HS: I push him out. 
HR: He went back to your mother. 
HS: Right. 
HR: So as the entire family is in tact now. 
HS: Yeah, the entire family is in tact. 
HR: Excepting for the grandmother. 
HS: Right. The grandmother wouldn’t survive. No, she would die peaceful. In 

our opinion she wouldn’t survive. Eighty years old, and chronical sick. I don’t know what 
kind of illness she had. No, she have a very great spirit, very great. A heroic Jewish woman, 
a [unclear]. She remembers still the French and she told me, not the French, still the old 
Russians. She told me stories about big fires that whole towns were in. She give me, she 
remembered the last Polish revolt against the Russians. And I learned this later in the 
history. No I--in her simple Jewish words I heard it playing you know, how that revolt 
against the Russians. And plenty Jewish people was a part from the Polish revolt against 
the Russians. And she was just simple old Jewish woman. And she have so many, and she 
was singing such old Jewish songs, you know? Homemade songs, but it’s still, the sound 
is still is in my ears. Well, I don’t know either where her ashes are.  

I know this is our life. We come to that train, to that Pulmanovski echelon. This 
was a echelon, it means a, maybe forty cars. And it was dark. It was a old Polish train. No 
[unclear], again, no light and no heat. It was already cold. And we bundle in ourself in one 
thing. And there start to come other people, other byezhinitzes what was a part from this 
and we start to meet other kind families from Warsaw, and from Lodz. And it was very 
amazing, we was meeting people what we was never exposed to them, with a different 
mentality, with a different language, a different dialect. You could hear the Russia dialect 
with a “Yach.” You can hear the Lodzia dialect with a “Ich.” 

HR: But you were all Jews. 
HS: We are all Jews. Now and we’re all from Poland. No, it was very much 

different. Either the way of talking and the way of thinking, you know? You can see in that 
Warsaw Jew, a family he was such a bon vivant, you know? Such a... 

HR: City. 
HS: Yeah, such a huchstatleh [phonetic]. 
HR: Did anybody... 
HS: And it... 
HR: Organize praying or this sort of thing? 
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HS: No. Was, I have to say no Jewish, Jewish life was right away--you see 
something stop [on the tape perhaps]? Jewish life was right away suppressed. The 
synagogues was not official more synagogues. The synagogues was only like a refugee, a 
center of refugees. If you couldn’t locate it where to sleep, you go to sleep to the synagogue. 
And was Jewish life, religious life, it was very suppressed. Because it was acti- 
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Tape eight, side two: 
 
HS: ...our kind. We were exposed to people from Warsaw, exposed to people 

from Lodz. And most people was exposed from what our, from the eastern part of Poland. 
Because not many people escaped from the west. Why more people from the east? Because 
there was a part, when the Russian Army was marching through Poland, they was getting 
further, they was almost going to Lublin and staying over there. And until it was the pact 
when they make the official pact with Germany and dividing, they started to go back. To 
their credit we have to say they give a option to all the Jewish people what want to go with 
them. They give them transportation. And whole families put up their household and went 
with them. 

HR: With the Russians. 
HS: With the Russians. So you can see in Bialystok, in Brest, in Kovel, whole 

Jewish families from Lublin, from Chelm, from Bilgoraj, from Krasnik, with their whole 
goods. And not harmed. And they was like a oasis of peace and you can see. And I, we 
meet them on the train. And we saw entirely new people. And what else? What kind of 
people ran away from the Germans? The simple kind of people, the rugged people, the 
younger people, the poorer people. 

HR: Not the richer. 
HS: The no educated people. The more complicated people what have their 

mental comforts, they couldn’t make up their minds very fast. It’s okay. You will listen? 
[tape off then on] Okay? All them, they couldn’t make up their mind. They was afraid to 
lose their physical property. They was believing they will accommodate with the Germans. 
They have the hate for the Russians. Or they wasn’t physically able to make that quality 
change of their life to tear everything apart and to go. The simple person... 

HR: Didn’t have that much to lose. 
HS: Didn’t have too much to lose. The decision wasn’t so hard for him. And he 

can’t understa-, he can go with that rigors of the life. And this was 90% of people what 
escaped. And we met the all people on the train with the all kind cross-over and with all 
kind of complications. What else problem come up? People was divided. Let’s see a 
husband in any situation, only he ran away. He left his wife with the children. Or, a soldier 
was released from prison from the camp, prisoner camp on the east side, he didn’t go back 
to the Germans. Or, a woman anyway was let’s see on vacation or something, she was 
alone and the husband and children was back. It was divided and people was in trouble. 
And what else? People start to join each other. You could see couples, they wasn’t married 
either. They say, “And this is my husband,” and, “This is my wife.” They wasn’t married. 
They just meet on the train, decide this is a husband and wife. You see young couples, I 
was sure they’re married. This is what they’re saying. Later we will find out they’re just 
married, just meet each other on the train and decided of this. Or, the people what left their 
wives with children over there, and figured out that’s it... 
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HR: We’ll never see them. 
HS: They never will see them. And they right away make up their mind and look 

for the continuation of their life. The family Perla from Warsaw, what I start to say, I saw, 
this was a husband, a wife, a girl and a boy. Later I find out this was not his wife, just he 
met a girl on the train and he was, and she was very eloquent. She would be a tractorist on 
the trai-, on the, in the forest and this and that. And we, personally we was shocked with 
this, because we never was exposed to such roughness. We was a very close family, very 
clean, ethical, and very simple, very Puritan in our way of life. And we was continuing so. 
Now this was the cross-over in, from what is happening in that turmoil. Because life was 
going on. And how I say in the beginning, how some people what went through that whole 
horror, or just was touched by the wing of war, this was a tremendous adventure. Exposed 
to such a new things what we never would be exposed in Poland to such things. 

HR: Did those people at this point know about the concentration camps and... 
HS: No. 
HR: What’s happening to people? 
HS: Eh... 
HR: This is 1940 now. 
HS: 1939. 
HR: 1939? 
HS: It’s the winter 1939. 
HR: Oh, so it wasn’t happening now. 
HS: It wasn’t in that time yet organized... 
HR: No. 
HS: ...horror. It was spontaneous horror from a sadist, from this. You could hear 

a march, taking let’s say a few hundred Jews, and making them a forcing march forty, fifty 
or sixty miles and shooting them. 

HR: Like the incident that happened with you. 
HS: Or the incident what happened with me at the cemetery. Or the incident that 

they take a rabbi and they kill him on the street. Or they take a priest by us, they kill him 
on the street and later they take rabbis. The rabbis have to carry him in a carriage to the 
Jewish cemetery. We hear of violence, not systematic, organized. What we heard organized 
already? Like by us when the Gestapo come, they make the city Judenrein. So it was not 
mass killing. This was mass discomfort. They take you out from your apartment, take away 
everything, beat you up, and throw you out. This you was hearing. So when we come in, 
being in that train, in that Polish train, we went with a train to Sarne. This is a small border 
historical town on the old Polish-Russian border. In Sarne we board a new train a-was cattle 
train. They call it a echelon. And we change for the other, we change over for the White 
Russian train because Polish is smaller. This was entire new experience. A typical Russian 
organization. They’re putting in, let see about four to five thousand people on a train--forty, 
fifty people to a wagon, without... 
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HR: Washing? 
HS: Facilities. 
HR: Toilets. 
HS: Toilets. 
HR: Nothing. 
HS: Nothing. They just put a oven in the middle. They call it a burzhuyka, and 

they give you coal. And this have a chimney in the middle. And they have wooden beds, 
naris, on the sides. And you have to either how to go up to that wagon, it was not a... 

HR: Steps. 
HS: No steps. We have to carry the mother up and down. Only later we 

organized some wood. The Russians started to organize, how you say, steal some wood. 
And we make a ladder. I made a ladder. I have some  nails. I have a hammer. I took some 
tools with me from Kovel. And we make a ladder. And the train, I have to say the behavior 
of our people wasn’t so perfect. It was the law of the fist and the law of the strong arms. 
Who was stronger and younger started to occupy the better beds, and the weaker and the 
children were pushed in the back. I was made the Kommandant from that wagon. You 
know what’s a Kommandant? 

HR: Mmm hmm, like a supervisor. 
HS: Supervisor. And I start right away a revolt in the wagon. I say this will no 

be that a woman should be put in the corner on top. How she will walk up. Women and 
children should be in one side, and on the lower beds, that they can reach better. And single 
and stronger people should be on the top side. It was a little a heated discussion. You know, 
I had a few younger men. And my father was a very strong man. And if there was a need, 
he would physically enforce it. And it was enforced, that they do the weaker people should 
be a little more comfortable. And we organized too who will go for water. This was a big 
problem. We have no pails. We have to make a, we have to everything organize. And we 
have to go to that railroad station where we stopped to bring pails with water. And 
sometimes you don’t know how long the train is standing. And when you start to go with 
that, first of all we couldn’t speak Russian. So the communication was very bad. 

HR: They could leave and you’ll be going for a walk. 
HS: They was leaving. Not once, not twice. And they explained us what to do 

and we didn’t really understood what they tell, are saying to us. They tell us, “In the next 
station will [be] waiting bread for you, and will [be] waiting wood for you to the ovens.” 
And we didn’t know how to use this. And it was very, very, a hairy situation. What was 
the end? The end was, I was the official water carrier, because I was afraid that people will 
be get harmed and people will, the younger people, very simple, they didn’t want. They 
say, “I will no carry. I will no nothing, and that’s all.” And the elderly people was not able. 
So, I was the official carrier. This was for me a big fun. I was running with the train. Now 
it was a big danger. They say the train will stay ten minutes. We go down and I started to 
run for the water and the water sometimes is a half a mile. And the train started to move. 
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So we had to choose. I don’t want to lose the water [chuckling]. And I don’t want to lose 
the train. So I developed a whole strategy. I was, if I couldn’t get my train--our, mine 
wagon was #14--I was catching the next wagon what I could, and standing over there, 
waiting until the train stopped. 

HR: And then go. 
HS: Yeah. And only I have to make quiet my mother that I no, that she should 

be used to the future that I am not getting lost, that I always will catch myself. It was plenty 
of fun and plenty trouble. And it was a very, very hard winter. Our clothing, the people 
what was sleeping near the wall from the wagon, these was not protected, was frozen. Their 
hair sometimes at night freeze to the... 

HR: Wood? 
HS: Yes. And imagine now a different story. So many people have to go out to 

the toilet. 
HR: In the night time sometimes. 
HS: In the night time. 
HR: In the day time, any time. 
HS: In the day time. And it was a whole horror. 
HR: What did you do? 
HS: Because practically, imagine, comes a train and people have to have their 

privacy. And people are old and people are sick. And we have to, how unpleasant it was, 
we have to organize a whole guard, first of all that the ladies, the women can go, sit down 
near the train. We have no other choice. 

HR: Well what how often did the train stop? You couldn’t... 
HS: No regulation. The train stop when he want to stop. 
HR: You don’t know when it’s going to stop. 
HS: We didn’t know absolutely. 
HR: So you just have to wait. If you have to... 
HS: We have to wait. We have to bust. It’s a, was a terr-, such simple thing it 

was a terrible horror. And was no plan. Sometime you can stay a day. They put you away 
in a side, in a pristalo [phonetic]. They call it a pristalo, such a raz’ezd. In a side, how do 
you call it? 

HR: A side... 
HS: The siding. And we could stay a whole day or a whole night. And you have 

not to who to talk. You don’t know where to go. Because you have to pass through, either 
to bring water. You have to go under other trains. You don’t know where. And sometimes 
the train starts to move when you are under. And you don’t know what to do. And, or 
sometimes you make a sign; you believe your train is over there. Other trains moved away, 
and you no find... 

HR: Your train. 
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HS: You have to develop a whole strategy how to find out that your train is your 
train, because is similar trains like this. And it was very, very hard. And the same with the 
bread. 

HR: You didn’t get anything but bread. That’s it. 
HS: We didn’t get anything but the bread. 
HR: And water to drink. 
HS: Only sometimes they would say, we come to a bigger station, “You will get 

a meal over there.” So this means that we stay overnight. Every wagon goes to a restaurant, 
not a restaurant, and is being feeded over there. You can imagine the food. In that time the 
first I find out you have to have bread with a soup. You get 100 gram of bread, and he say, 
“That bread belong to you.” And I didn’t know what the meaning, the bread belong to me. 
It means, “You can eat it.” And you’re limited, you finish or you should take it with you. 
This is a typical Russian. If they give you a soup, they say soup khlebat. This means the 
soup eat with khleb, with bread. And if sometimes, when I was exposed later to Russia I 
was eating soup; we’re not used to eat soup with bread. They was sympathetic and feeling 
so poorly, sorry for you, they come in and they put you a piece of bread near you. “Eat it, 
the bread.” Because they feel if you eat a soup without bread, it’s not food. You see the 
Russians are very kind and very unkind. There’s too a border people. In one moment he 
could give you his shirt and he can give you the heart. In the second moment he can kill 
you. The violence and goodness, we have such a thin line. You know basically they’re 
much better than the Polish people. They’re much open hearted. They’re much more 
softened, you know. They suffered so much in their history. They feel... 

HR: Your pain. 
HS: They feel with you with suffering. And their words are so much softer. The 

Russian language is so much nicer and softer. And they make it everything so, let’s see, 
khleb, they say khlebushka. Moloko, they say Molochko. Maslo-maslichko.  

HR: You hear that in Yiddish. 
HS: Maslichko, you know? They say, they are so adoring food. Food is such a 

big problem. They’re getting so romantical, you know, and nicing names... 
HR: For their food. 
HS: Yeah. And this, it sounds so nice for the ear. Sometime too our hygenical 

situation was very poor, very dirty. So sometimes when we come they organized for us a 
banya. 

HR: A bath. 
HS: A bath. Comes in trains, in a train, a banya train. And we was standing a 

whole night and we get washed up. 
HR: What kind of bath? A big... 
HS: There, and they have they’re heating water and you get wooden such... 
HR: Tubs. 
HS: Yeah. 
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HR: And you would just get in the tub? 
HS: No, no tub. 
HR: No? 
HS: You just stay... 
HR: You stand. 
HS: And you have water in that pail, that wooden pail. And you wash yourself. 

And somebody is rubbing your back and spilling the water on you. 
HR: On you. 
HS: And this, in that time you get your clothing to disinfection, a dezakamera, 

[unclear] dezakamera, dizinfeksion kamera. And... 
HR: Did they wash the clothes? 
HS: No. 
HR: No? 
HS: They just put this through such a steam to killing the all vermin and you’re 

getting back everything, oy, you got even. And my mother was crying that they destroyed 
all our everything. No, it was no choice. Was a really horror. 

HR: People had lice? 
HS: People had lice, and it was a danger of a epidemia. 
HR: You know, did people get sick? 
HS: Correct. Was plenty time of sicknesses, and people was taken away from 

the echelon to hospitals. Only in that time when we was, it was winter, it was a dirty, bitter 
cold winter--forty, fifty below zero. Sometime we was standing a night on a station. This 
train was freezing to the station. They have to, they have two locomotives. How do you 
call a locomotive? 

HR: Locomotive. 
HS: Locomotive. Pushing the train, jogging back and forth. And by the jogging 

back and forth they spill our all water out. And they had to watch the ovens they could 
make a fire because it was a poor horror. Okay? 

HR: Did you have blankets? 
HS: If you have blankets you had blankets. If you have no blankets we have no 

blankets. It was straw mattresses, on the naris. You know what’s a naris mean? 
HR: On the bed, on that bunk. 
HS: The wood, bunk. 
HR: Like the wooden bunk. 
HS: Yeah, it was mattresses. 
HR: With straw. 
HS: With straw mattresses. No, who have no clothing have no clothing. 
HR: But you’d freeze to death! 
HS: And we were freezing to death! It’s no, it is a Russian proverb. A Russian 

proverb say, Yesli ne privyknesh’ to podokhnesh. If you no get used to this, you will drop 
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dead. Not simple drop dead. Drop dead. It’s a different, podokhnesh’. To a horse you say 
podokhnesh’. How would you say in English the expression? A horse or a dog is not dying. 
He just... 

HR: Drops dead. 
HS: That’s right. They say Yesli ne privyknesh’, to podokhnesh’. Simple, literal 

is the meaning and this is what happened to people. And with that whole thing, with that 
whole horror, people felt, is like free, you know? 

HR: Yeah. 
HS: That in this we are all together. I tried to make fun from the all we, you 

know? It was, for me it was still a part from the big adventure. 
HR: How about your father? 
HS: My father was coping good. 
HR: Good? 
HS: Physically, you see, he was carrying wood. We come to a station. He 

learned... 
HR: He, physically he was able to do it. 
HS: Yes. He, mentally he was able too, you know he, mental stress was very 

hard for him. The mental stress. And we tried to protect him from that mental stress. And 
when we come to a station, any wood what was around he was stealing. And we come, we 
can never, because we have to prepare a stack, wood for the ovens. Was children, you 
know, children... 

HR: Babies? 
HS: Babies, without consideration. We come so on to our first Ukrainian town, 

Korosten. Is the first station where was a big concentration of Jewish people. And they 
greet us very nicely. We was standing a whole night over there and a whole day. And we 
come to that city. All good jobs the Jews have. What means a good job? Job, he is a head 
from a, in a big supermarket, in a big other store. So right away when we come we saw 
Jewish people. Ninety-nine percent in that echelon was Jewish people. Was a few Polaks 
too. I don’t know the reason why Polaks was too. We were suspicious that there are German 
spies. You know, but this was not our business. 

We come to that nice town Korosten. And we met a friend, I have to mention, we 
met a friend. There was a man from, he was having such a supermarket. And he was saying 
the life is so beautiful and Stalin is so great. Right away, any work, Stalin is so great. And 
the children was so great. He took us to a Jewish kindergarten where there was pictures 
and signs in Jewish, only different Jewish. Not our Jewish. Not with a nun sophit and not 
with, only there were different, is like a jargon. And he say the Jewish people, one thing he 
didn’t want to accept--we start to talk about the Germans he didn’t believe us. There was 
the official line, the official Russian line that the Germans are our friends. And over there 
you put up a line, everybody accepts the line. And he say, “From where are you?” “From 
Poland.” He didn’t understand in our language you see. 
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HR: Did they speak Yiddish? 
HS: Yiddish. 
HR: And you spoke Yiddish. 
HS: Yeah. 
HR: So... 
HS: Though they speak a different Yiddish. They speak a Russian... 
HR: But you understood each other. 
HS: Yes. They say was and we say wuz. 
HR: Well. 
HS: Yes, no, we understand. And we start, and he say, “What are you doing 

here?” We say, “We ran away from the Germans.” “Why are you running away from the 
Germans?” Like on an entire different planet! He told us that. I say, “You know what the 
Germans are doing?” And he start to look on us all so suspicious that we are telling lies. 
Well we didn’t intend to go in a dialogue. He did us a good thing for this. He cleaned out 
the whole supermarket, all people out, and let us in, and we can buy everything. 

HR: Oh. 
HS: Yeah, the first thing what was impressing me was fruit conserving. Fruit. 
HR: Like jellies? 
HS: Jellies, cherries, you know in Ukraina. Written Ukrainian we never, we 

didn’t see this a long time. We was very poor in money. Now people what had more money 
bought plenty. We bought too a few apples. And he was very impressed with this. Now we 
come, we continue. You see we was basically on the train over three weeks. Travel and 
standing, standing and travel. We went to a big city of Gomel. The Russians say Khomel 
and Briansk. And what’s amazing, you know, we saw the first time what is amazing to 
observe the Russian people in deep Russia. First we saw very poor people, uniformed all 
poor, uniformed all bad, dark clothing. Uniform all were wearing valenki such boots made 
from wool against the snow. And very, very poor and very always lines. Where you look 
out to see a magazine, a line. Only what is [unclear] what we saw. If you see 100 Russians 
stay, right away they dance. Right away they have a harmonica or a bayan or accordion. 
And right away dance. You can see 100 people and already, and they’re improvising songs. 
Is not a ready made songs. They’re singing, they can start to sing a song about snow, about 
bread, about the train. And they call it chastushki. And this was very amazing by us. You 
never see Poles, Polish people are very reserved people, very hard, very stiff. And they are 
very, you know, exposed. A hundred people, boom, and they’re dancing and singing like 
this [chuckles] like they would be the happiest people. And this was very amazing. 

We go on the trains, and people started to ask us, “Where are you going?” And we, 
in that time already we’re working on the Russian language. We know already a forest is a 
les, lesa. And they’d say Belobozhnitsa Oblast. These are the first things what we learned, 
what I know. And I saw people start to cross themselves. And I start to be very, you know, 
very wary what’s happening, why the people are crossing themselves? [unclear] They are 
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sure that we are sent away, forced sent away and they’re sending in the forest to the north, 
Belobozhnitsa Oblast, they know. But now we didn’t know that the [unclear], by us they 
say Belobozhnitsa was a paradise--plenty of milk, plenty of butter. We never saw milk. We 
never saw butter until later. Now they know now to Belobozhnitsa Oblast nobody goes of 
his own will. He is sent away. So they are crossing themselves. And I make such an 
analogy. From their crossing, and with that first German soldier what they say, “Zhide,” 
and he showed that they’re cutting the throat, you know? I saw their sorryness, and I saw 
the very, you know, so, because they saw the people, the women, children, you know? And 
they are used to such horrors, because they had in the ‘30s the collective chistki [purges], 
you know their, what Stalin was doing. They are used to that mass deportation and mass 
trouble, you know? No, the sign of cross is a sign they was so sorry for us. And we saw 
signs that they resent the Russian... 

HR: Regime? 
HS: Regime, because was one Polak with us his name Donayevski. He spoke 

Russian. What he did by us I don’t know. He start to talk to them. What else is remarkable? 
Women mostly are doing the hard work, on the whole railroad, the hard work, cleaning. 
And they’re moving away the snow, and working on the trains, being in the cold. Only 
women are doing this. The men is not doing the hard work. And he started to say to work, 
for the woman, “What are you doing? How are you working?” She put up her shirt, not the 
shirt... 

HR: Dress? 
HS: The dress, showing she had no clothing behind. You know showing how 

poor she is. She wore there such a hat and she put out the skirt this fulitza [phonetic], how 
do you call a dress? Not a dress, the... 

HR: Skirt? 
HS: The skirt, showing that under it she is so cold. 
HR: And she has nothing. 
HS: She wears only the woolen boots because [unclear]. Now under she have, 

the legs are exposed. And you know, and this was so like electric shocks for us. And we, 
everybody kept the moving things in our... 

HR: Hearts. 
HS: In our hearts. And we know that we are in trouble. Now, that’s it. We have 

to make yeah. And what else, you see, the official propaganda was always going, it’s good. 
It’s good. You see the signs, “It’s good,” and this and the loud, you know. Or the, if they 
put you in that restaurant in the railroad station, they give you a soup with that piece of 
black bread. And they demand that you say, “Khorosho? Khorosho?” Is it good? And we 
wonder what it is good. Why is he so excited what they give us a soup, you know? But this 
what it was until we was constantly going from town to town, standing, going, you know? 
And watching the behavior of our people, I wasn’t too much excited, impressed. There was 
very big frictions with people. People wasn’t cooperating. 
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HR: They wouldn’t help. 
HS: They would not help. They was very abusing to women, to children. Either 

relatives was. You know, I was once caught in a train, no, when I was with that water 
business. And I couldn’t catch my wagon. You see I had develop a strategy I never tried to 
catch my wagon. I catch what I can pass. Because what faster the train is moving, what 
more dangerous the operation is, because it’s more slippery. You have to, what you get, 
hold it. Secure it with one hand we hold it, with one hand secure the pail. Never lose the 
pail. Better lose a leg than the pail. The pail is more valuable. I come in one wagon and I 
was standing over there about two or three hours until the next stop. And I hear such a 
courseness, such a fighting, in-fighting between people. In our wagon, incidentally, we 
didn’t have this. And maybe I put on a little discipline, you know? A little more soul. Well 
it was, you know, and they was abusing a woman with two children that she should go for 
water and she should this and bugging her, you know? And it’s young boys, you know, 
much stronger than me. If I would start to fight they would overcome me, you know? And 
I was very- 
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